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Sorry We Were Late!
Last Wednesday's press day was one of
the times that most newspaper people ask the
quetion: "Isn't there an easier way to make a
living?" After our frustrating experiences
last week, I know for sure that there is.
We were late getting in the mails, as you
well know.
Here's what happened!
The word reached us that a 3 p. m. meet-
ing at Holiday Inn on Wednesday was called to
take a vote to end the strike. We had it on
good authority that the vote would be to go
back to work since most of the petitions in dis-
cussion had been reached.
So I wrote the story in the tense that the
strike had ended, that certain salary increases
and pension requests had been met, and then
gave a background of the negotiations.
The headline said: "Union Members Vote
'To End Strike At Ferry-Morse."
After a good many years of predicting
these things, the caution must be taken not to
go to press until the final word is gospel. To
make our story printable, Paul was standing
by at Holiday Inn waiting to call in the vote
talley, since that was all that was needed to let
the presses at Union City start rolling.
As you know the meeting went on and on
and on. It was not until nearly five thirty
p. m. that we got the results of the meeting,
which were certainly not as our headline had
been written.
Meanwhile I was at Union City waiting on
Paul's call to tell the pressman to "let 'er rip."
The only thing that ropped was my blood pres-
sere, because I had to come back to Fulton, to
start all over again on the new developments.
I had more trouble finding out what hap-
pened at the meeting than Columbus did try-
ing to discover America.
Nobody would talk! They were afraid of
reprisals. Finally I got hold of a union leader
who shall always stand out as my most unfor-
gettable character. She gave me the informa-
tion in clear and precise terms. She believed in
her rights to collective bargaining, and so do
we, but she believed in the freedom of the
press also.
So we had to rewrite the front page, por-
tions of my column, and run back to Union
City at the crack of dawn the next day to get
the papers on the newstands on Thursday
Lmorning.
Sorry we inconvenienced you. Yet we'd
rAlke to ask if you know of anybody who has
ny small chores to do around the house or the
__barn, would you please recommend two aging,
ailing but vital newspaper people. For sure, it
must be easier than putting out a newspaper.
A Paul Durbin Story
Not too long ago Paul Durbin, and Paul
and I were on our way to Paducah to attend
some kind of a meeting. Durbin started telling
us of some of his Army experiences and elabo-
rated on a story about his defense of a soldier
who witnessed a horrible incident of war in
Vietnam.
It was a greusome incident, entailing a
fantastic amount of law, both military and
Well, you can imagine Durbin's shock
when he picked up a copy of the New Yorker
to see that the whole story of the Vietnam in-
cident was published in that slick magazine.
I am reading the story now. You ought to
for sheer suspense and to learn the intricacies
of the military's court martials.
Meanwhile on the lighter side!
Mary Jo called me Tuesday morning with
some big news on the brighter side of life. She
said that Todd said his first two words in a se-
quence that very minute. Do you know what
they were: "Grand Daddy."
I haven't had time to talk with Louise
'Butts about this young squirt's ingratitude,
but we know who does the real chores when
he visits away from his home on week-ends.
Talk about unfairness, as we were a few
paragraphs back, this is the living end. Frank-
ly I think its a conspiracy between the child's
three grandfathers (Paul W, Wendel B, and
great-grandfather Paul B) to intimidate the
child's six grandmothers.
Their names: Mrs. A. C. Butts, great-great
grandmother; Mrs. Georgia Butts, Mrs. Aida
Reese, Mrs. R. P. Westpheling, Sr. in St.
(Continued On Page Eight)
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McCandless Green
South Central Bell
Gets New President
The Board of Directors of
South Central Bell Telephone
Company today elected Paul D.
McCandless of Louisville a
vice president of the company.
He was named vice president
and general manager of the
firm's operations in Kentucky,
effective January 1, 1910, suc-
ceeding C. Hunter Green, who
retires at the end of December.
Mr. McCandless has served
as South Central Bell's general
manager in Kentucky for the
past five years.
A native of Central City, he
is a graduate of Georgetown
College. He bei_an his telephone
career on a construction crew
in Owensboro in 1940. He later
moved to Louisville, where he
worked in the commercial de-
partment prior to serving with
the Army in Europe during
World War II.
Following the war McCand-
less returned to Louisville and
worked in various responsible
positions until 1952 when he
transferred to company head-
quarters in Atlanta.
He later served as district
manager in Miami, Fla., and as
South Florida manager.
In 1958 McCandless became
general commercial manager
for Florida with headquarters in
Jacksonville, and in 1961 he
became general marketing
manager for Florida.
He served in the latter
capacity until he assumed his
present position in 1964.
McCandless has graduate
training from Williams Col-
lege in Massachusetts. He is
a director of the Kentucky State
Chamber of Commerce, Louis-
ville University's International
Center, the Advertising Club
of Louisville, the Louisville
Deaf Oral School Foundation
and the Children's Hospital.
He is a trustee of George-
town College, president of
the Downtown Louisville Ki-
wards Club, director and vice
president of the Greater Louis-
ville Better Business Bureau,
chairman of the Red Cross blood
program and a member of the
Louisville Chamber of Com-
merce.
McCandless is marriedtothe
former Winona Gatton or
Madisonville and they are mem-
bers of Broadway Baptist
Church in Louisville.
Mr. Green retires Decem-
ber 31, ending more that
years of company service. He
spent his entire career in his
native Louisville and has di-
rected the telephone company's
operations in Kentucky since
(Continued on page 8)
Painting In Williams' Collection
To Be Exhibited By Murray Guild
A painting, "News of the
Death of Joseph," attributed
to Rubens, will be on display
at the Murray Art Guild, Mur-
ray Kentucky during the Christ-
mas Open House being held
Sunday December 7th, from 1
p.m. to 6 p.m. The artist, Ru-
bens, lived and painted in the
early 1600's and is counted
among the masters. The paint-
ing is being exhibited by cour-
test of the owner, James C.
Williams, publisher of the
Ledger and Times of Murray.
The painting was purchased
about 60 years ago by James
M. Cowan of Aurora, Illinois.
When he died, his neice, Mrs.
W. P. Williams of Paris, Ten-
nessee inherited the painting
along with 100 other originals.
She distributed them among her
7 children and Mr. Williams
received "News of the Death
of Joseph" among others.
The signature of the artist
is missing from the painting
and there is a legend that the
painting was stolen from Hol-
land. The thief, fearful of being
caught with a Rubens, tore off
the bottom of the painting which
contained Rubens' signature. It
has been judged a Rubens be-
cause of the characteristics
of the artist's style.
This will be the third
annual Christmas Open House
by the Murray Art Guild, and
there will be a great variety
of new paintings on display
by the members.
Many members have Just con-
cluded a series of art lessons
conducted by Mrs. Gene Geur in.
Through lessons, sharing ideas,
(Continued on page 8)
Local Groups
Name Members
For Festival
Organizations making up the
board of the International
Banana Festival are today
announcing their representa-
tives to serve for the 1970
Festival. Oaly two or three
organizations have thus far
failed to name their appointees.
Serving with the new presi-
dint, to be named from the
new board, which will alsocon-
sist of three advisors to the
president are:
The Woman's Club, Mrs. hti-
dred Freeman; YMBC, James
Needham, American Legion,
Hafford Milstead; Beg PW Club,
Mrs. Lorene Harding; Civitan
Club, Hunter Roberts; Twin City
Development, Mrs. Thomas
Mahan; Chamber of Commerce,
Mrs. Ward Bushart.
Also the Lion's Club, Ron
Laird; Rotary Club, J. D. Hales
and the Retail Merchants, Bob
Bay.
The other organizations fail-
ing to name their repre-
sentatives are asked to do so
at once so that the nominating
committee may propose the new
slate of officers for next year.
The Festival date for next
year has been tentatively set
for the third weekend in Septem-
ber, 1970.
Children's Art
Next Feature
Of Art Guild
All students in Fulton and
South Fulton schools are urged
to enter the Christmas Arts
Festival contest, sponsored by
Twin Cities Art Guild. Ribbons
and cash prizes will be awarded
in four groups. primary, in-
termediate, Jr. and Sr. high
school. The showing will be
held on Sunday, December 16.
Christmas Impressions is
this year's theme and may be
developed in oil, water color,
pastel, pen and ink, pencil and
crayola, on white Manila paper
or poster board. Work in lower
grades through junior high
school must be turned in to
teachers. Name, grade, and
school must be written on back
of posters.
Entries received only on Fri-
day, December 12 at the Cham-
ber of Commerce office, 302
Main Street.
Prize winning posters, and
as many others as space will
allow will be displayed in the
Cabanas on Lake Street.
Cabana City will be trans-
formed into a beautiful Christ-
mas Plaza, with all the excite-
ment of Christmas posters,
Santa, a community Christ-
mas tree, sponsored by the
Jr. Chamber of Commerce,
glowing lights, Christmas
carols and other interesting
features.
In addition, a musical
program, featuring the youth
choirs of local churches will
be held in connection with the
event.
OPENS MONDAY
The new junction of the Ken-
tucky Parkway and US 51 and
45-W, located just south of the
Derby on the Fulton-Union City
highway will be open to traffic
next Monday, The NEWS has
been advised.
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McCoy, Gregory Sing Song
About Birds And Caboose
10c
Number 48
A City Manager and a City Commissioner
are "brothers under the skin. .. buck - skin."
They're both becoming authorities on the
intricate, but annoying art of buck-passing.
City Manager Joe McCoy can't find out
what to do about thousands of uninvited birds
that corm to roost in Fulton every afternoon.
Commissioner Charles Gregory doesn't
know what to do about one lir ole red caboose
that sits alone, unvisited and apparently un-
popular on the local scene.
That about sums up what happened at th2
regular meeting of the Fulton City Commis-
sion last Monday night.
About the Caboose:
Several months ago the Ful-
ton City Commission discussed
the red caboose that is stationed
on the Commercial Avenue
crossing of Lake Street. It was
the decision of the official fam-
ily that the abandoned railroad
car had served its usefulness,
It was becoming an eyesore,
maybe a traffic hazard, and
it ought to go.
Commissioner Gregory was
appointed to look into the
matter to see if there was any
great feeling about the caboose
one way or another, So he
dice He talked with the folks
_at _the Chamber of Commerce
and they said that they had no
further use for it, (it was for-
merly used as at. information
center and was given to the
city by the Illinois Central
Railroad.
So Gregory reported his
findings to the City Commission
Monday night and they indicated
that the historic, and colorful
little car had to go.
But Gregory has been re-
ceiving all kinds of calls about
the matter since the Com-
mission's decision. Some want
it to stay, but don't give any
special reason. Others feel that
perhaps the area where it stands
Cases To Be Tried
In Strike Arrests
Charles E (Ed) Mingus, a
labor negotiator for the Local
Grain Millers Union was fined
thirty hours in jail last Satur-
day for alleged contempt of
court.
His sentence was cut to six
hours when City Prosecutor
James Warren was advised of
a Kentucky statute that stated
Mingus could be retained only
six hours in the city jail on
the charge. Mingus, talking long
distance with Attorney Carroll
Hubbard in the police station,
and out of the courtroom, re-
ferred to the proceedings in the
matter of Mrs. Frances Conn
as a "kangaroo court,"
While Ferry-Morse's month-
old strike was ended on Satur-
day afternoon, two cases re-
Lowes Observe
Golden Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lowe,
a well-known Fulton couple,
observed their Golden Wed-
ding Thursday, November 20th,
at home. No open house was
planned due to the ill health
of Mr. Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J Lowe,
Jr. and son Todd, Owensboro,
Kentucky, and W H. Lowe,
Columbus, Ohio were here for
the occasion. They have re-
turned to their respective
homes.
suited from disturbances during
the strike remained to be tried.
A peace bond of $1,000 was
placed against Mrs. Conn for
allegedly assaulting Mrs. M. P.
Jeffress who lives at Crutch-
field.
Both Mrs. Conn and Mrs.
Jeffress are employees of the
Ferry-Morse Seed Company.
Mrs. Conn is presently under
a $1,000 appearance bond to
appear in county court for a
preliminary hearing on Decem-
ber 2, on a charge of assault
and battery.
The case of Mrs. Glenn Clark
and Paul Griffith on a charge
of disorderly conduct and
conspiracy to intimidate was
postponed until 9:00 a.m. this
Saturday morning. The char-
ges arose when the two alleged-
ly broke some car windows of
the car of Mrs. Monroe Wil-
kerson.
Mrs. Wilkerson, who is not
a union member went to work
for the Ferry Morse SeedCom-
pany during the strike.
Attorney Joe Freeland of
Paduach is representing the
defendants.
RETIRES FROM SERVICE
Yandell Kimberlin, native
South Fultonian, has retired
from the U. S. Armed Forces
with 20 years active duty time
completed. Kimberlin, who
served both with the Navy and
the Air Force, is making his
home in San Antonio, Texas.
can be beautified, with more
attraction than the caboose.
Commissioner Gregory says
that he has a man who will
cart it off out of the city limits.
As it stands, unless somebody
comes up with some sparkling
idea as to whether it should
stay or go, the little caboose
is just going to roll right out
of sight....and soon.
About the birds!
Mr. McCoy says that not
only is he caught in a cross-
fire of local hostility about
the damage the birds are doing,
but now he is in the middle
of the greatest buck-passing
exercise on earth with Fed-
eral health and wildlife
agencies.
The birds came here from
a roost in the Mississippi River,
so McCoy learned. The sirens
and the shooting done by local
citizens was the thing to do,
the Feds say. But since these
birds just don't know when
they're not welcome they still
stay around with their obnoxious
odors, their unsightly roost
and their problems for the com-
munity.
McCoy says that two weeks
ago he didn't have a single
letter in his file about the bird
menace, now the filing cabinets
are bulging with beaucratic let-
ters that haven't said, or sug-
gested, anything at all as yet.
"Got about as many letters
as we have birds now," McCoy
says.
That's a lot of letters.
What's about just using all
that good stationery for bird
droppings if something isn't
done pretty soon?
Yep, these guys, McCoy and
Gregory, sure need a song writ-
ten about the b's and the c's...
short for birds and caboose.
RPW III Pledge In
Honorary Fraternity
MURRAY, KY.--Robert Paul
Westpheling III, of Fulton has
been accepted as a pledge of
Alpha Phi Gamma honorary
journalism fraternity at Mur-
ray State University.
Westpheling, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Paul Westpheling
of Fulton, is a senior majoring
In journalism with minors in
speech, history, and political
science.
SCHOOL'S OUT
The Fulton and South Fulton
Schools were dismissed
Wednesday at noon for a short
Thanksgiving holiday. Students
will return to classes on Mon-
day morning, November 30.
Their next lengthy holiday will
be for Christmas which will last
from eight to ten days.
SECOND PLACE AWARD
The Fulton Jaycees won
second place in the man-mile
award at the State Board Meet-
ing last Friday in Frankfort.
Attending from the Fulton Club
were Mr. and Mrs. Roo Laird,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Harrison,
Mr. and Mrs. Randal Jeffress,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Austin,
Paul McClay and Jerry Elliott.
Art Guild's Exhibit Shows There's Heap Of Appreciation Here
A Roman philsopher by the name of
Quintilian, who lived in the year One, had this
to say about art:
"The learned understand the reason of
art; the unlearned feel the pleasure of it."
And that's about the measure of the suc-
cess of the Fulton-South Fulton Art Guild's
first showing on Sunday afternoon at the new
Community Center at Valley and Carr Streets
More than 200 persons took
advantage of a magnificant Fall
day to view the equally impres-
sive first showing of the newly
formed Art Guild's "This Is
My Favorite" exhibit of local
art collectors.
The paintings, all originals,
ranged from the works of con-
temporary artists to those of
some known and some unknown
artists§of many by-gone years.
Some of the works were be-
coming almost indistinct with
age; some reflected the new
discoveries in oils and tech-
niques far removed from the
primitive concoctions since the
brush and canvas beciune the
graphic expressions of man-
kind's inner emotions.
And so, Sunday afternoon, the
learned made the c ntiparisons
of the old and the new sad the
good and the best and the
Significant among the col-
lections exhibited were those
of Mr. and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell.
"Interior With Figures," by
the Dutch artist Diciderick and
"La Plat," by the Frenchman
D"Estienne are part of the
priceless collection of 121
paintings inherited by Mrs.
Mitchell's mother, Mrs. W. P.
Williams of Paris, Tenn.
Beautiful in their antiquity the
Mitchell collection is among
those given to each of her seven
children by Mrs. Williams.
(A story appearing elsewhere
in this issue tells of an exhibit
in Murray, Kentucky on Decem-
ber 7, when James Williams,
Mrs. Mitchell's brother will
show a painting in the family
collection believed to be by
the famous master Ruebens.)
Eliciting • great deal &coin-
unlearned felt the pleasure of meat were the paintings shown
them all. by Mrs. Win Whitnel slimed
simply "F M. Boyd." The
story behind the signature is
that Mrs. Boyd is the mother
of Mrs. Win Whltriel who, as
an octagenarian, is still as
active at the easel as Grand-
ma Moses ever was.
Two paintings shown from
the collection of Mr. and Mrs.
Parks Weeks may be considered
as the oldest at the exhibit.
Brought to this country from
Europe by Mr. Weaks, where
he found them while in military
service in World War II, the
paintings of a Hungarian may
date back as far as the seven-
teenth century.
Perhaps the most familar
painting to Fultonlans, and to
Americans the world over, was
an original painting owned by
Ferry-Morse Seed Company,
done in watercolor, to adver-
tise watermelon seeds. And
as is Well known, the local
seed company is in its second
century of operation.
Coming in for rave reviews
Was the new and attractive Com-
munity Center built under the
auspices of the Municipal Hous-
ing Authority. Panelled walls,
antiqwed in soft green, comple-
mented the many hues of the
paintings carefully hung on
Specially prepared stands to
embus* viewing of the exhibit.
(Continued on page sight)
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"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a go% ernment, I should not hestitate to prefer
the latter." 
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
This Is Farm -City Week! It's A Time
To Emphasize Importance Of Agriculture
Kentucky will be joining
other states all across the United
States November 21-27 in observ-
ing the 14th-annual Farm-City
Week. This is a week to empha-
size the intra-dependence of the
agriculture business, and labor.
The livestock industry is a
good example. The livestock man
handles the sale; industry turns
the hide into shoes with the help
of labor; the business man sells
them to the farmer; and the farm-
er wears them, when he goes to
look after his livestock. The live-
stock man needs them all, and
none of them would have any ex-
cuse for "being" without him. It
makes you stop and think, doesn't
it?
"What a wonderful world this
would be, if I knew you, and you
knew me." We all know the
meaning of "walking in his or her
shoes," before we criticize. Farm-
City Week provides an excellent
opportunity for inter-change of
problems, ideas, and mutual un-
derstanding. Each group—rural
or urban—depends on the goods
and services of the other. So, for
this reason and for many others,
farm and city folk should create
a climate of mutual understand-
ing.
We have crowded 140 million
Americans-7 out of 10 persons—
on just 1 per cent of our land, and
the result is urban blight. On the
other hand, only 57 million peo-
ple-3 out of 10—live on 99 per
cent of our land, with a double
share of the nation's poverty.
Worse still, if present trends con-
tinue, in the next 25 years, 100
million more Americans will be
added to the 140 million already
in our cities and suburbs—enough
more people in the cities to stack
13 more New York Cities on top
of the present New York City.
But even now, with less than
half as many farmers in this nation
as 25 years ago, our country still
enjoys the highest standard of liv-
ing in the world. This, of course,
has been made possible by the
great strides in agricultural tech-
nology, which in itself is a tribute
to progressive-minded tillers of
the soil. And successful farmers
today must be good businessmen,
too, you know.
Never before in our history
has it been so important for us to
have better relations and under-
standing between our rural and
urban people, as it is today.
"Everybody has problems" is
really more meaningful than we
sometimes realize. By observing
Farm-City Week, and by working
all year to understand better our
neighbors, we will create a Ken-
tucky no longer divided into rural
people and city people—but will
create a Kentucky dedicated to
the common goal of building a
better Kentucky.
Let's all observe Farm-City
Week in Kentucky November 21-
27—by participation in commun-
ity, civic, church, or fraternal ob-
servances, or by a combination of
any of these.
Alcoholism Is A Disease And Should Be
Treated As Such; Understanding Needed
The following article was re-
leased by J. Donald Brock, Alco-
holism Consultant of the Regional
Mental Health Department. It is
timely and informative.
Fulton County has a chapter
of Alcoholic Annonymous that
Meets every week. If, after read-
ing this article, you know of any-
one who might need the help of
this organization, do a good deed
by interesting them in the broad
program available in this area for
such illnesses.
Here is the release:
It should be said first that
labels are not important when wd
talk about this problem. We cerz
thinly are not interested in pin-
ning names on persons. Nor do
we want you to diagnose your
friends or yourself. We use the
term "alcoholic" because it is de-
scriptive and a term already iri
use. However, to paraphrase an
old proverb, an alcoholic by any
other name would be just as sick.
The simplest and broadest
definition is this: If a person's
drinking repeatedly interferes
with any of his basic functions he
is (or is becoming) an alcoholic.
To put it even more simply, if
your drinking causes you prob-
lems you are a problem drinker.
By basic functions of life we mean
a person's home, job, relations
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with friends and with the law, este.
If drinking repeatedly causes yott
trouble with your family or makes
you withdraw from your friends
you need help. If you are losing
work or if you are not able to do
your work well because of your
drinking you need help.
A more technical definition
of the illness of alcoholism would
involve the presence of these
three (3) conditions along with
the problem mentioned above:(1) a person drinks to become in-
toxicated—to get drunk, blot out
reality; (2) drinks to excess over
a period of time; (3) feels a com-
pulsion to drink, a physical or
emotional need beyond simple
choice.
Alcoholism is a recognized
illnes, a treatable illness but that
is another article in itself. The
alcoholic is not a moral weakling
but a sick person.
Furthermore, the image of
the alcoholic as the "skid row"
bum is a myth. The vast majority
of alcoholics are functioning mem-
bers of society, having trouble in
many ways but still holding jobs
and keeping families. Statistics
indicate that only three (3) to five
(5) percent of the approximately
six (6) mlilion alcoholics in Amer-
ica are of the "skid row" type.
What we have said is that the
average alcoholic or problem
drinker is a man or woman who is
living among the rest of us and
in most ways just as others do. He
or she has this problem with drink-
ing which is interfering with the
other aspects of his life. He is a
sick person whose illness makes
him try to conceal it—even from
himelf.
Help is available! Alcoholics
Annonymous meets in the Fulton
County Health Department at 8:00
P. M. on each Thursday.
The Regional Mental Health
Program offers treatment and re-
ferral. Call 472-1760.
IV CET'S GDR tiER
The Value Of Friendship
You're my friend —
What a thing friendship is, world without end!
Browning
True friendship is like sound health, the value
of it is seldom known until it be lost.
C. C. Colton
The only way to have a friend, is to be one
Emerson
A slender acquaintance with the world must
convince every man that actions, not words, are
the true criterion of the attachment of friends;
and that the most liberal professions of good-
will are very far from being the surest marks
of it.
George Washington
Musings From
P‘e440/t4?
THE OLD-MAID AUNT
One of the advantages of
growing old Is that most of
us can honestly tell what In-
fluences meant most to us in
our growing days. Earlier we
somewhat protected ourselves
from stating the whole truth
and nothing but the truth, for
we liked to feel that we were
Influenced chiefly by out-
standing or learned or prom-
inent people. I have heard many
a person tell a fib when men-
tioning what books meant most,
or at least much, when they
were young.
It sounded better to call a
sort of honor roll of great
authors, sometimes tripping
over little-known facts about
them but still saying that this
one or that one had meant much
in even our youthful days. I
have known many a person who
read as his first complete book
one of the rather sweet, watery
novels of Mary Jane Holmes
but who pretended not to know
anything about such a trashy
or over-pious novelist. Years
ago, when I suggested that a
good doctor' thesis could be
written about this household
FULTON'S
BY LUCY DANIEL
TWENTIETH CENTURY
DISCOVERY, by Isaac Asi-
mov. This book offers a lively
and erudite survey of some of
the extraordinary changes that
have taken place in scientific
thought and action since IRO
—exploring both the heavens
and the sub-mictoseqpic world
of the atom, and relating both
domains to the visible world of
mankind.
HOW TO START A MONEY-
MAKING BUSINESS AT
HOME, by Laura Robertson.
If you have ever wanted to go
Into business for yourself, this
book is for you. It describes in
detail the procedures for or-
ganizing. beginning and con-
ducting a small business, and
offers helpful advice on avoid-
ing pitfalls which so often
cause potentially good business
ventures to fan.
neucious WAYS TO STAY
SLIM, by Shirley Bright
Boody. This is an important
new cookbook that gives you
valuable tips on how to eat
gourmet meals without gaining
weight. The author has dealt
thoroughly with the problem
of weight reduction in her first
book, EAT YOURSELF SLIM.
Now, she turns her expertise
to showing you how to main-
tain a slim figure without re-
sorting to tasteless meals and
special diet preparations.
THE GENEROUS YEARS,
by Chet Huntley. These were
the years of Mr. Hontley's
growing up on one of Amer-
ica's last frontiers—the prair-
ies and towns of Montana at
the time when traffic accidents
were caused by run-away hor-
ses, and education meant the
one-room school. Chet Huntley
remembers; Pastimes—such as
raising orphined wild geese,
making bracelets out of snake
rattles; His grandmother, tiny
and delicate, who forgave her
husband everything because,
she said, he was just a boy
with a "little streak of wild-
ness" who needed "some more
bringing up."
THE ASSASSIN WHO GAVE
UP HIS GUN, by E V. Cun-
ningham. One by one they die
violently, first a famous black
minister in Miami, then a
revered world leader in Ge-
neva. To most, the brutal
deaths of these two men seem
to be without connection. But
they are connected. For these
murders are part of a deadly
conspiracy planned by a sec-
ret, international group known
as The Department.
THE RED ORCHESTRA, by
Gilles Perrault. The subject of
this book is the notorious So-
viet spy ring the Germans call-
ed Die Rote Kappelle—"The
Red Orchestra," that operated
within the very highest circles
of the Germai. General Staff
in World War II.
THE SEMPINSKY AF-
FAIRS, by W. S. Kuniczak. An-
tiquities expert Dr. Oliver
Hazard Shippe cannot turn
down the most important as-
signment of his career: to au-
thenticate the Pontic Tribunals
—the actual records of the trial
and death of Jesus—before
they are smuggled out of an
Eastern European country.
Once in Seppinski country—
land of brooding forests, Snow-
bound castles and howling wolf
packs—it is only a matter of
hours before Shippe is drawn
into a deadly network of con-
spiracy.
THE LOWEST TB EES
HAVE TOPS, by Martha Gel-
horn. The chief commodity of
the beautiful Mexican moun-
tain village of San Ignacio del
Tule is time, and the inhabi-
tants passionately enjoy wast-
ing it. The foreigners, called
residents, have come from
near and far for the infinite
variety of reasons that impel
people to escape the dread ad-
vantages of civilization. In her
entertaining new novel, Martha
Gellhorn takes a refreshingly
warm and humorous excursion
November 29 1929
(40 Years Ago)
T. T. Boaz, W. P. McAdams, T. H. Irby
and J. A. Colley will begin their new duties
Monday as Fulton city councilmen, along
with L. S. Phillips and J. E. Hannephin, old
members. Paul DeMyer will take over from
Mayor W. 0. Shankle in January.
A fire in the business district Sunday
morning badly damaged the stock of the W.
E. Wood variety store on Walnut Street, and
the stock of J. K. Wood.
A spirited city election is assured in
South Fulton next Tuesday as two full tickets
have qualified. One, headed by Mayor S. A.
McDade contains the following candidates
for aldermen: A. T. Batts, J. S. Jones, J. C.
Houston, Abe Jolley, B. L. Rawls and Roy
Adams. The other, headed by T. N. Fields for
Mayor, consists of J. S. Crockett, J. W. Rea-
son, E. P. Jones, J. D. Hoskins, L. B. Reams
and Will Powers.
Residents of Rock Springs community
near Crutchfield are much disturbed over
someone removing benches from the church
building, and are praying that the guilty have
a conscience and will return them.
November 18, 1949
(20 Years Ago)
Harry Bloodworth, local Commander of
the Veterans of Foreign Wars, stated em-
phatically that local members of the Glen-
dale White VFW Post are in favor of a Ken-
tucky State Veteran's Bonus.
The annual Rotary banquet for the Ful-
ton High School football team will be con-
solidated with the quarterly Ladies Night in
a gala evening of dinner, speeches and danc-
ing Dec. 2 at the Strata Club.
Joe Hall, a member of the YMBC who is
in charge of Christmas street lighting, told
The News that $1700 has been raised to pur-
chase Christmas decorations for downtown
streets this year. The decorations will be
strung on Fourth Street from Charles Ben-
nett's Service Station to Sraith's Cafe, and
thence down Lake Street to John Earl's
Chevrolet agency; Clyde Field's Service Sta-
tion on Main Street to Dallas Produce; on
Commercial Avenue from Weaks' corner to
the bakery at the creek; on Walnut from the
Woman's Club to Irby's Fashion Shop.
Geo. Gibbs, 67, Martin, Route 2, narrowly
escaped death when his stalled truck was
struck by passenger train No. 26 at the Brow-
der Mill crossing shortly after noon Wednes-
day. He was treated at Haws Hospital and re-
leased with only minor injuries. The truck
was demolished.
Palestine: Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
of Paducah spent the weekend with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson and Mrs.
Ida Peagram . . . Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Robey left Sunday for Chicago to make their
home.
Mrs. Foad Homra and daughter Shirley,
Mrs. Mose Homra, Mrs. Fred Homra and
Misses Donna Gale Gerling and Ann Linton
spent Saturday in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Holland visited
their son, Read, in Lexington, Ky., Saturday
and attended the Kentucky-Tennessee foot-
ball game.
The McDade Furniture Company has
moved its main showroom from its Church
Street location to 319-21-23 Walnut Street,
formerly occupied by the Fulton Furniture
and Electric Company.
Fulton High School news: Cissy Murphy
was down in bed with appendicitis last weekbut this week she is back in school flitting
around with the bundle of energy that we
always see her with.
Mrs. Carl Hastings complimented mem-bers of her Sunday School Class, the GladGirls of the First Baptist Church with a
Thanksgiving dinner Monday night at theDerby Cafe. Those attending were MesdamesLewis Bizzle, Lowell Williams, Richard My-
att, Nell Page, Newton Ruddle, Wilburn Al-len, H. L. Milstead, Merle Grissom, CharlesGreen, Lubin Grissom, Larry Latham, MaxMcKnight, Porter Twigg, John Covington,Clyde Hill, Avery Hancock and Mrs. Hast-ings.
The new 1950 autos are now on displayas follows: Chevrolets at the City Motor Com-pany, Fords at the J. V. Cash Motor Company
and Buicks at the Bob White Motor Com-pany, acoording to announcements in thisweek's News.
favorite author of the last cen-
tury, a very serious }Tiling ACI-
man in the class called my
hand almost as if I had sug-
gested that Jesse James be
canonized as one of the saints.
She had grown up in a home
far above the average In gone
books and actually felt that
these tear-jerkers and over-
wrought moral lectures were
beneath contempt.
Now this is merely a pre-
liminary to my wanting to tell
you how much I owed to my
father's aunt, Aunt Mary, who
remained an old-maid aunt 1m-
M middle age but never out-
grew the old-maldenish ways
that endeared her to us, even
when she sometimes weariedus
with ancestral chronicles. For
her time she was a well-read
intellectural. Living at home
until all the other children of
the family had established
homes of their own, she be-
came the best image, I was
told, of her father, who, in
turn, was born away back in
1799.
He, in the great tragedy of
the nineteenth century, the Civil
War, was a staunch Unionist
in sympathy, even though his
sons and grandsons were
equally staunch Confederates,
one of the sons being a surgeon
In the Southern Army, a grand-
son being in a cavalry regi-
ment and losing his life. But
blood was thicker than water
in this Scotch family, for the
old gentleman kept his son's
wife and two small children
in his own family for the dur-
ation of the war, and his old-
maid daughter, though she be-
lieved in the Union as strongly
as did her father, felt strongly
the ties of kinship and helped
her sister-in-law take care
of the children.
Far above her time was
her attitude toward religion.
Devout In every way, she had
learned tolerance through her
many years as an old maid and
through several decades after
the war as the wife of a farmer
In southern Illinois. To us child-
ren she was a far-traveler,
one who had seen Just about
all there was to see.
But through it all shone Aunt
Mary's broad tolerance, her in-
terest in people of all kinds.
She was really a remarkable
astute reader and could argue
down most of the male mem-
bers of the family. Never did
I hear her say, though, any
harsh words about people who
disagreed with her; she had
%Continued os Page Four/
KENTUCKY INDEPEND-
ENT COLLEGE FOUNDA-
TION, Inc.
President
Henry Ward
Nov. 20, 1969
Dear Jo:
Pleasant memories of the
early 1950's were brought back
when I ran across some photos
taken on the travel writer
tours we used to have.
01' Jo was very prominent
in some of them, of course.
I thought your grandchildren
might want to see them.
After a month in this job, I
find it very interesting, and
of course, rewarding. It's re-
laxing after politics.
We have bought a house
here, but won't get moved un-
til after December 1.
When you and Paul are up
this way, give me a buzz - one
at a time or together.
Cordially,
Henry Ward
'MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
Murray, Kentucky 42071
November 17, 1969'
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
The Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear friends of ours:
This is just a note to tell you
how much we appreciated the
splendid editorial you publish-
ed in your newspaper last
week. Mrs. Horton and I en-
joyed seeing you at the Press
Day, and we were thoroughly
pleased to know that you felt
that we had a good day at
Murray State. Your editorial
was most thoughtful and I am
sure that all friends of Mur-
ray State share my feelings ei
gratitude.
May I take this opportunity
to congratulate you on the fine
newspaper you are publishing.
It is lively, interesting, and
well made up.
Your son is doing a great job
for us and I know you are just
as proud of him as we are.
Mrs. Hortin joins me in this
expression of thanks to you.
Come to see us whenever you
have the opportunity.
Sincerely,
L. J. Hortin
(Ed's Note: Our thanks to
M. C. Garrott, director of Pub-
lic Relations and Dwain Mc-
Intosh, Public Information Di-
rector.)
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MANAGPMENT — Decision
making exists in every activity
and deals with every subject.
It can involve a variety of
situations and problems from
the very simple to the very
complex. There are two kinds
of decisions, habitual behavior
decisions and management or
formal decisions. Habitual de-
cisions are "unconscious repi-
lions" of earlier ones such as
getting dressed in the morning,
etc. Management or formal de-
cisions need to be made when
conditions have changed or
patterns of living need to be
adjusted such as buying a car,
or building or remodeling.
Making good decisions takes
time and effort. Many famil-
ies say, "we'll make that de-
cision tomorrow". Tomorrow
may never come. Families
need to think through a hard
situation and not let it drift.
—Miss Irma Hamilton,
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ken-
tucky 42066 Telephone 247-2334
To enjoy life to the full, to
be able to work efficiently and
enthusiastically, the homemak-
er has to be physically and
mentally fit. A healthy, well
groomed body gives the best
foundation for pleasant living
and charming personality.
Permit yourself a certain self-
ishness and take time out to
be an attractive person. Your
family will be all the better for
it.
—Ca'herine C. Thompson,
Post, tiffieel Building, Hick-
man, ,Ky. 42050. Telephone
236-2951.
SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
One large oversized print
rather than several small ones
in an arrangement seems to be
a current trend in wall deco-
rations.
—Mildred W. Potts,
La Center, Ky. Phone 665-5671
BABIES UNDER 16
MONTHS — A baby enjoys
the stimulus of everyday sights
and sounds. As he learns to sit
up and handle things he will
love toys to bang on and arti-
cles he can easily handle and
stack: stuffed toys of different
colors and texture, exercise
crib toys, mobiles, simple
musical toys, animals on
wheels, squeeze toys.
— Barletta Wrather,
209 Maple St., Murray, Ky,
42071. Telephone 753-1450
'Many homemakers will be
grating fresh coconut for their
holiday baking. If you have an
electric blender use it for this
task. Put about ti cup cubed
coconut meat in the blender
container; cover and run on
low speed until grated. If nec-
essary, stop and start blender
to toss coconut toward blades.
—Miss Pat Everett,
Courthouse, Benton, Kentucky
42025 Telephone 527-6601.
What to do when you find
the glue supply hardened? A
few drops of vinegar will soft-
en some types of glue.
—Maxine Griffin.
Federal Bldg., Clinton, Ken-
tucky 42003. Telephone 653-2231
B&PW Club Making Available
Grants For Career Programs
"Career Advancement
Scholarships" to permit women
to continue their education so
they will be eligible for em-
ployment or will be prepared
for advancement in a business
ef profession have been launch-
ed by the Business and Pro-
fessional Women's Foundation,
it Was announced by Mrs. Myra
Ruth Harmon, President of the
F-oundation's Board of
Trustees.
Candidates for the grants
must show that they have a
definite plan for using their
training or education to help
thetn enter the Job market or
progress in their careers.
In announcing the unique
scholarship program, Mrs.
Harmon said, "Many women,
find that they must have more
education before they can find
Jobs commensurate with their
needs and talents. Other wo-
men who have been in the labors
market for a number of years
have been passed over for pro-
motion because they lack cer-
tain skills, In many of these
cases, the cost of additional
education or training is pro-
hibitive, so the women settle
for lesser and lower paying jobs
or no jobs at all.
"The Foundation's Career
Advancement Scholarship is de-
signed particularly for these
two groups of women. It will
provide the financial assistance
necessary for continued edu-
cation or upgrading of skills
for deserving women so they
can obtain a better job or en-
ter the employment market."
The scholarship is not limited
to tuition grants. If financial
need is established, the award
could also cover such neces-
sary expenses as care for child-
ren or invalid dependents, living
costs and transportation. How-
ever, it is expected that most
awards will be for smaller
amounts, covering tuition and
books for relativbly short
courses of study. Part-time
or full-time attendance is ac-
ceptable.
Because many training
courses are not tied to an
academic year, awards will be
made throughout the year, with
the first ones scheduled for
Spring of 1970. I he Trustees
have set no age limits or
specific academic require-
ments. But each applicant must
be a U. S citizen and must
submit an explanation of ft-
muicial need; details on the
planned course of study or
training; and a review of qual-
ifications. BPW membership is
not a requirement. Grants will
be made for a period of study
not to exceed twelve months,
if the grantee makes satis-
factory progress, she may apply
for later grants for continu-
ation of the study or training.
Mrs. Harmon continued, "To
the best of our knowledge, this
scholarship is the only one of
its type. As the women's work-
ing force continues to increase,
women must have the proper
tools for career advancement.
The "Career Advancement
Scholarship" is an exciting
step and the Foundation hopes
that many groups will launch
their own programs to ensue
that our working women are
better prepared for their chosen
careers."
Application forms may be
obtained by writing to the
BPW Foundation, 2012 Mas-
sachusetts Avenue N W.,
Washington, D. C. 20036
County Food
Service Talks
Of New Goals
The Fulton County Chapter
of the Kentucky School Food
Service Association met on
Nov. 11, at 3 p.m. in the Hick-
man Elementary Cafeteria.
President, Mrs. Frances Wil-
liamson, presided during the
business meeting. Mrs. Naomi
Vick, treasurer, reported that
14 of the 26 chapter members
are also members of the State
and National Associations.
Goals for this year's program
were discussed and adopted.
Mrs. Mary Bradley was ap-
pointed chairman of a com-
mittee to plan for the chapter's
part of the program for the
state meeting next spring.
The school food service
workers of each school
brought a salad which could
be served as part of a school
Ituseh. The members enjoyed
tasting each of the salads. The
hostess school served coffee
and tea.
A film, "You and Your
Focd" was shown by Mrs.
Jane Watts, School Food Ser-
vice Director.
MURRAY STATE INNOVATION — These students at Murray State University are talk-
ing to the walls as part of an experiment in teacher education. This exercise helps the
students to realize how much they depend on other people's reactions during a conversa-
tion. Enrolled in the two-year course are (foreground, left to right) Jaeice Chaney, mt.
Vernon, Ille Gunny Ashmore, Madisonville; and Lottie Boyd, Murray
Now Here's A Good Idea For
Nagging Wife , Stubborn Mate
A dozen people talking to the
walls of a room would seem
out of place in most college
teacher education programs--
but not at Murray State Uni-
versity.
There the unique approach is
used to demonstrate to 12 stu-
dents enrolled in an experimen-
tal "unstructured" secondary
educaticeia course how much
they measure the effect of their
comments by the reactions of
their listeners.
Conducted without textbooks,
another first in teacher ectuca-
non at Murray State, the in-
novative program will keep the
same 12 students together for
the entire two-year duration.
Normally, students do prac-
tice teaching nine weeks and
take education courses the re-
maining nine weeks of a se-
Veales Host
Open House
At Manse
Rev. and Mrs. Ellis J. Veale
acted as hosts for the open
house event which was held
at the manse of the First Christ-
ian Church on 406 East Drive,
Fulton, Kentucky, last Sunday
afternoon from 2 to 4 p.m.
Approximately eighty guests
and friends came to greet Rev.
and Mrs. Veale, Kay and
Thomas.
Those in the receiving line
in addition to Mr. and Mrs.
Veale, were Mr. and Mrs.
William Stokes and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Holland. Mr. Stokes
is chairman of the official board
and Mr. Holland is chairman of
the property department.
Others who assisted with the
event were officers of the
Christian Women's Fellowship,
the Circles and the Guild.Serv-
ing at the table were Mrs. Frank
Beadles, Chairman of Group
I, Mrs. Ben Evans, substituting
for Mrs. F. D. Phillips, Pres-
ident of C.W.F. who was ill,
Mrs. Raymond Andrus, sec. of
C.W. F. and representing Circle
II, Mrs. Joe Holland, Guild
chairman. Assisting the hostess
were Mrs. Robert Holland and
Kay and Tom Veale, and Vicki
C ampbell.
• • The Sara Dean Class was
in charge of the guest register.
Those serving were Mrs.
Eunice Kelly, Miss Mary Mar-
tin, Miss Ruth Terry, and Mrs.
up the feelings by saying, "I'm J. P. DeMyer. We are told on TV, radio and
getting to know myself better. The hosts of the occasion are in the newsparers tha.t govern-
You can't understand students greatly indebted to many who mcnt troops and tanks have
unless you understand your- served behind the scene, for been called up to stand in
self." their help in providing cookies readiness should there be vio-
McAlister and Carnal feel and other effects which helped lence. The decision about per.
they will be "able to coin- to make the event a pleasant mits of where the marchers
municate ideas better to other one, can go has not been decidedpeople." "You've got to dig as ye!. There is concern aboutdeeper inside yourself before PRINTS FOR PARK where this influx of peopleyou can criticize other people.'. Mrs. Nellie Meadows, tal-
Carnal added. ented artist of Powell County, will stay as, despite the antici-
Barnhart sees the experience a limited edition of whose work paled arrival of 260,033 demon.
as one to develop self-confi- is being introduced by Fayette stratcrs, the housing preblem
dence. Park Prints, Lexington, has has been handled on an indi-
"We'll believe stronger in presented at complete set of %ideal basis. Washingtonians
what we say. I also think we'll her wildflower prints "To whose children are of college
listen closer to what students Natural Bridge, Kentucky's
have to say when we're teach- Oldest State Park." Descrip-
ing," he explained. tions were written by Nevyle
McAlister's observation that Shackelford, author and na-
turalist.the students are "more inter-
ested in learning somethingthan HIGH PRICE OF MEAT
'worrying about the grade" met Conservation officers at-
mester 
e 
',during the senior year. members of the class 94611,-elii _Kids efongr
-T 
eement frosn tribute a rise in game-and-
he 'experimental program, give advice which may help a' bthee elas3 trieMbers, fish law violations throughout
however, consists of a three- person improve his actions in No one regretted the lack of Kentucky to a larger supply
hour class for three semesters his particular area, textbooks, of animals, a growing disre-
and eight hours of practice To enable the group to get At first the group met with gard for the law in general,
teaching, a total of 17 hours to knoweach other better, meet- lot of frustration," which and the high price of meat.
as in the regular teacher ed- trigs are often scheduled at they had been told to expect. The State Fish and Wildlife
ucatice courses. Practice night, on Sunday afternoons, Mrs. Boyd said they left each Resources Department re-
teaching will last for as many or at Kentucky Lake to get time asking, "Did what we said ported that while conservation
weeks as necessary for each away from the typical class- have any meaning?" officers made record numberindividual, room environment. Sometimes Now, after hours of class ses- of 5,210 arrests last year, they
Students who participated in these conferences last for hours sion, the meaning has been expect the number tobe greater
the early sessions of talking to with students becoming so in- drawn into perspective for the for 1969.
the walls got the message lm- volved in discussion that time 12 students.
GRANDPARENTS unveiled and she was given themediately. One of them, John is forgotten. As they realize the increas- FOSTER
COME AGAIN!At a luncheon in Louisville keys to the City of MoreheadBarnhart of Lexington, a junior Future semesters will be frig value of the program their 
Mr. and Mrs. George Wil-addressed by State Public In- at dedication of the new 10-speech major, said he feels he spent in group inter-action, ed- enthusiasm has become more 
Hams of Flint, Mich., who haveformation Director W. James story Nunn Hall named in herwill be more likely "to watch ucation, and teaching skills, evident, and if their enthusiasm 
been house guests of Mrs. Mil.the faces of students to see which will be based on the is any measure of the success Host, it was announced Mrs. honor at Morehead State Uni-
how my presentation affects personalities, of this experiment in teaching, Mary E. Ellis, Frankfort, and versity. Governor Nunn was dred Freeman, have left for
them." Students enrolled in the pro- there should be a trend towards Mrs. Gladys D. Brame, Hop- among the dignitaries
Partic- 
Florida where they will spend 
 Dr. Donald B. Hunter, dean gram are Ginny Ashmore, Mad- more "classes" of this type kinsville, had been selected by ipating in ceremonies dedi- the winter months at their
of the School of Education at isonville music; John Barn- in the future of Murray State their co-workers as "foster eating the $2.5 millionwomen's Florida home in Pompana
Murray State and an advisor- University. grandparents of the year." residence. Beach.
Letter From Washington
by
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
are are already inundated. The
nephew and niece of great
Kentucky friends asked if they
could stay with us, but the ma-
jority who do not know people
here are in trouble. For health
and safety, mass housing is
needed and it does not seem to
exist.
There is concern on the part
of the clergy as the church
faces specific problems. The
Director of Urban Affairs for
the Roman Catholic Archdio-
cese said, "One very ample
thing is that most of these
churches don't have toilets, or
if they do. they only have one.
There are n ) kitchens for food.
Churches just aren't set up to
handle mass housing. There is
a logistical problem involved."
It is obvious that all these
people from both sides need a
place to sleep and specified
routes to march. "that is the
simplest way to insure peace-
ful prieest. a right given by
Article I of the Constitution,
and I hope and pray !hat these
problems can be solved by the
government before our people,
most of them young. gee into
violent conflict with each other.
As for me, I am not as con-
cerned about who is right and
who is wrong. as I am in hav-
ing this country united. The
Sate Flag of Kentucky puts it
ery simply.
Mrs. Scott
Honored At
Dinner Party
Mrs. Ruth Scott, whose wed-
ding to Orville Smith will be
in the near future, was the guest
of honor last Thursday night
when a group of her friends
met at the Holiday Inn for a
dutch treat dinner, with Miss
Gertrude Murphey and Mrs.
Mildred Freeman, serving as
hostesses.
A red and white color scheme
was carried out in the table
decorations on a solid white
table cloth. The center piece
was a cut glass bowl filled
with red berries. Place cards
were white with names written
in red, and solid red napkins
were used,
The group presented Ruth
with a lovely galley silver tray.
Others participating were
Mrs. Oscar Johnson, Mrs. Leon
Browder, Mrs. E. C. Grisham,
Mrs. Frank Brady, Mrs. C. P.
Freeman, Mrs. E. C. Logan,
Mrs. Fred Brady, Mrs. Harvey
Pewitt, Mrs. Alfred Hornbealc,
Miss Mattie Rice Mrs. Emily
Dame, Annie Laura Cunning-
ham, Eula Mulford, Mrs. Ima
Ohelps, Mrs. Mildred Ander-
son, Mrs. Boots Paschal, and
Miss Dorothy Farabough.
instructor for the program.
along with Dr. John Taylor, a
student teaching supervisor,
called the program "human-
istic-oriented."
"By breaking with tradition
and rigidity, we hope to tailor
the courses to fit the needs of
the individuals enrolled in the
class and to provide a direct
involvement, and, consequently,
greater insight into children
and society," he said.
"Self-analysis" is Hunter's
description of the first
semester purpose of the pro-
gram. The analysis process for
a student includes consciously
working to improve faults in
his personality, taking a per-
sonal values questionaire,
reading "challenging material"
and discussing how it relates
to the individual, attempting to
define good and bad, and ob-
serving fifth grade students to
pick one that most resembles
himself as a fifth grader and
telling why.
Each student picked an ob-
jective—something about him-
self which he would like to
change--and is keeping a diary
recording the positive and
negative results of his attempt
to change in this area.
Some of these goals include:
"to acknowledge everyone I
know when I see them," "to
keep from becoming verbally
gross in mixed company," "to
take a more active part in
classes," "to express my Ideas
more freely," "to think before
I say anything that might
offend someone," and "to re-
frain from imposing my ideas
on others."
During class discussions,
which are held in an informal
and relaxed atmosphere, other
hart, Lexington, speech; Ladle
Boyd, Murray, psychology;
Linda Brown, Russellville, li-
brary science; Tony Carnal,
Poole, journalism; Janice
Chaney, Mt. Vernon, Rb., psy-
chology and history; Carol Ann
Crawford, Louisville, math and
home economics; Dale Guthrie,
Murray, Business education and
library science; Tom Har-
rigan, Danville, Ill., music ed-
ucation, Jerry McAlister,
Columbus, Ohio, speech; Carol
Pate, Owensboro, history and
political science; and Paul
Ross, Paducah, business. All
are juniors except Carnal, who
is a sophomore.
Other Murray State faculty
members who will lend asis-
tance in the program are Dr.
Jerome Hainsworth, Dr. J. No-
land Harvey, Dr. Williams J
Ryan and Dr. Donald E. Jones.
Students have found the value
of the program after only a
few weeks, Miss Pate summed
Marianne Crider, Bride-Elect
Is Honored With Tea Saturday
Miss Marianne Crider, bride-
elect of Anthony Taylor, was
complimented at a gift tea Sat-
urday afternoon at the Fellow-
ship flail of the First Church
of the Nazarene. Hostesses for
the occasion were, 'Mrs. Kemp
Higgerbotham, Martin, Tenn.
and Mrs. James Lucius and
Mrs. Clyde Batts of Fulton.
The attractive bride-elect re-
ceived the guests wearing a
dress of dark broen wool with
o striped sash tie at the waist-
line. She wore a gift corsage
of small pink porn porn mums,
presented by the hostesses. Also
greeting the guests with the
bride-elect, was her mother,
Mrs. Ralph Crider, attired in a
grey knit dress, and Mrs. Wil-
liam Taylor, mother of the
groom-elect in an aqua knit
dress.
'The table was draped with a
lovely white crocheted cloth
Pink punch was served from
the crystal punch bowl, nuts,
mints, and cookies were served
from other crystal appoint-
ments on the table. Lighted
piek candles in crystal candel-
abra completed the pink color
scheme.
Serving at the tea table, were
Mrs. James Faulkner, sister of
the bride
-elect, and Miss Shir-
ley Lucius.
Miss Marten Hibbs presided
at the sues' register. The gifts
were displayed on tables
draped with white.
Approximately forty guests
called between the hours of
three and five. Out of town
guests attending were: Mrs.
Michael Crider, Mrs. Ernest
Crider, Mrs. Charles Crider,
and Miss Paula Crider of May-
field, Kentucky.
A black cloud is hanging over
the Capital and is getting big-
ger every day. By the time you
read this le:ter. the Mobiliza-
tion March will be over and its
consequences known, but today
with the date getting closer
and closer, the prospect of
violence and confrentation is
ominous.
Whenever there is a situation
where one side feels they are
morally right and the other
side feels they are morally
wrone. it is hard to have com-
mon sense and reason prevail.
I remember the Civil Rights
March of 1963 which was of
.great e:.acern to the Kennedy
Administration before it hap-
pened and a great credit and
victory for the civil rights
marchers and the government
afterwards. Equall y, the
march on the Pentagon in 1967
proved to he much less violent
than cepec'ed because of the
heroic restraint on the part of
our soldiers guarding the Pen-
tagon. The march a month ago
was conducted with great pro-
priety, and indeed this one may
be tco, but there is much more
apprehension about what will
happen this weekend than I
have known before.
First Lady's Portrait
Shown At Morehead
e portrait of Kentucky's First
Lady, Mrs. Beula C. Nunn, was
‘•• 
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3 Dear Ann Landers.
Dear Ann Landers Arnold
and I have been happily married
for 25 years. Recently he
acquired a habit that is driving
me crazy. If he happens to be
sitting around in his under-
shorts and unexpected company
drops in, he thinks it is per-
fectly all right to sit IN that
since it is "his home" and
he "believes in being com-
fortable."
Yesterde some new neigh-
bors came over. I had invited
them to have a "get acquainted"
drink. Arnold walked in from
another room when he heard
their voices. lie was wearing
polka-dot undershorts and a
happy smile. Nothing more. The
guests were visably startled and
I was embarrassed to death.
After they left I told Arnold
he should have put on his pants.
tie insisted (again) that he didn't
reveal anything more than If
he had been wearing swimming
trunks. Technically he is right,
hut I feel something is radically
wrong with his reasoning. I don't
know how to put it into words.
Do you? Help me, please.--
Mpls. Chagrin,
Dear Min: If you had worn
a bra and a panty girdle you'd
have shown less than had you
worn a bikini, but there's more
involved here than exposure--
na7c good taste. A person
wra in a bath towel doesn't
sho ANYTHING, but he
shouldn't go to church that way.
A man who entertains guests
in his undershorts demon-
strates no respect for his
guests, his wife or for himself.
Dear Ann Landers. I'll be
20 Sunday, I had my nose re-
done three years ago. I still
wear braces and I see a
dermatologist once a week for
removal of facial hair.(He uses
electric current.)
The other evening my mother
had some of her friends over.
I was having coffee and dessert
with them and the conversation
turned to "self improvement"
and how far should a person
go. All the women there have
known me since I was a little
girl so they were aware of my
nose operation. My braces are
perfectly obvious—no secret
there. I did mention the elec-
trolysis, however, and my
mother's face fell a foot.
After the women left, all hell
broke loose. She said I had no
business telling them such
"personal business," We got
into a terrible argument. Some
hard words were exchanged and
the temperature in our house is
below zero.
Please tell me if I was wrong,
and if so, why.--Irish Eyes
Dear Irish: If your mother
was having the electrolysis and
you had told the woman about
HER, there would then be some
justification for her criticism.
Since you were telling them
about yourself, however, I see
no valid reason for your
mother's anger. In fact, I ad-
mire your candor.
Dear Ann Landers: My so-
called "best friend" accepted
an invitation to my son's wed-
ding which happened to be the
same day as the wedding of her
niece. She told me she would
be unable to attend the church
services but would come to the
reception.
Well, Ann, this woman ar-
rived drunk as a skunk and
brought along two strangers.
They were also crocked. She
was loud and obnoxious, and
gave the bride and goom some
Indelicate advice through the
microphone. To cap the climax
she handed them an empty en-
velope. I no longer want this
slob as a friend. How shall I
let her know/
--Post Nuptial
Woe
Dear Post Silence can he
more eloquent than words. I
recommend it.
Christmas can be a problem.
What can you give the person
who has everything/ Ann Lan-
ders' new book, 'Truth Is
Stranger," is available in book
stores. It can also be obtained
by writing Prentice Hall, Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey. Price,$4.95.
Ann Landers will be glad to
help you with your problems.
Send them to her in care of
this newspaper, enclosing a
self-addressed, stamped en-
velope.
Murray State To Go On Air With New FM Station In December P4 Fulton County News, Friday, Nov. 28, 1969Frank Watts
Murray State University is
expected to be on the air with its
new student -operated radio sta-
tion—WKMS-FM—by Dec. 1.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman
of the department of communi-
cations at Murray State and
station general manager, said a
contract was awarded recently
to the Gates Radio Corporation
of Quincy, Ill., for $39,420.45
to supply and install all neces-
sary equipment.
The bid by the Illinois firm
was one of four submitted on
the project and opened at Frank-
fort earlier this week. Other
bidders were. Collins Radio of
Dallas, Texas, $42,876; RCA
of Camden, N. J., $48,893; and
AEL of Landstone, Pa., $52,-
484.
.We hope to be on the air
on 91.3 megacycles by Dec.
1," Mofield said.
Robert Howard, assistant
professor of communication,
will be the station manager and
faculty adviser to the student
staff. The program format will
be largely of the serious music
type, plus coverage of univer-
clea
sity news and events.
Mofield said Howard has al-
ready concluded arrangements
to carry the complete broad-
cast schedule of the New York
Metropolitan Opera. Contracts
have also been signed for the
full leased wire service of
United Press International.
Among the programs toorig-
Mate on campus will be many
of the recitals and concerts of
the division of music at the uni-
versity.
To be mounted on the WKMU-
TV tower at Farmington, the
antenna for the new station will
be circularly polarized to offer
both horizontal and vertical
radiation. A building to house
the 5-kw transmitter has also
been constructed on the site.
Effective radiated power will
be 3,200 watts from a height
of nearly 500 feet, according
to Mofield.
.This will give us good cov-
erage for about '75 miles in all
directions," he added.
All equipment is designed for
stereo but the station will
broadcast monaural for the first
year—until a move can be made
to the new studios in the fine
arts addition now under con-
struction. A Moseley micro-
wave link will carry the signal
from the old Wilson Hall stu-
dios on the campus to the tower
at Farmington.
Besides serving the univer-
sity community and other lisen-
ers in the area with programs
not generally available on com-
mercial stations, a primary
purpose of the station will be to
train students to take jobs in
the broadcasting industry.
Radio and television stations
in the United States now employ
about 200,000 persons.
Law Students To
Help The Poor
The Kentucky Court of Ap-
peals has given final approval to
a change in State Bar As-
sociation rules under which
senior law students will be
allowed to practice, on a lim-
ited basis, in any court in any
state.
In criminal cases above the
misdemeanor level, the law
student would have to be ac-
companied to court by a practic-
ing attorney. The new rules will
make more legal help available
to indigent defendants.
Residents Head
Plan For Meek
Scholarship
Philosopher - —
(Continued from page 2)
had a long term of training in 
couragine word and made me
feel that knowing books, good
Civil War times in a neighbor- books, was one of the finest
boon where "Union" was more
than a dirty word. 
human achievements. Actually
with no education of a formal
She might not agree with one's nature beyond that in thetypical
affiliations, but she recognized one-roomed schools of the
his right to make his own, semi-pioneer times of her
Homely, near-sighted, with a childhood in Middle Tennessee, University may designate their
pathetic St. Vitus's dance ail- she acquired by reading and gifts for the endowment fund
ment, she at first repelled me thinking what I would call a and by doing so may qualify'
when she tried to make friends liberal education and helped for Century Club or Presi-
with me. I ran frightened away many a young person to look dent's Club memberships, ac-
from her when she was merely more kindly upon human nature, cording to Dr. Jack Mays, UTM uelMelb. .411111110.
trying to be friendly. Later,
when she spent a winter with
us, I learned how strangely
talented she was for her time,
how ruggedly she had lived,
and how hard she had tried
to adjust to changing and dif-
ficult times.
She gave me
Milton Roberts of Sharon has
has been elected chairman of
the Paul and Martha Meek
Scholarship Endowment Fund
at The University of Tennessee
at Martin.
Elected as new members of
the committee for three years
at the annual meeting at U-T
Martin, November 1, were Bill
Burnett Jr. of Union City who
succeeds F. G. Cavin Jr. and
Horace Dunagan of Caruthers-
%dile, Mo., who will fill the
unexpired two-year term of Jim
Pardue of Obion. Re-elected
were Mrs. David Harrison of
Whitehaven and Duke Drumm
of Martin. Other members are
Wayne Fisher of Dresden, past
chairman; Doug Murphy of Mat-
tin, Spydell Davidson of Martin
and J. A. Hadley Sr. of Ruther-
ford.
Mr. Fisher reported pledges
and gifts contributed to the
fund to date amount to $36,-
117.24. Cash paid in to the
fund to date amounts to $29,-
358.24, leaving $5,759.00 due
on the original pledges. A pledge
of $1,000.00 to begin the 1969
NIGHTTIME IN MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBOR- campaign has been made by
HOOD—In his usual simple way, Fred Rogers reaches Doug Murphy, as his second
into common fantasies which children have about the contribution to the fund since
night and comes up with an hour-long special for it was originated in 1967.
young children and their families, seen on Kentucky Mr. Cavin, outgoing endow-
Educational Television network, Thursday, Nov. 27 at ment fund development chair-
6 :30 p.m. man, reported that cash re-
 ceived during the past year
amounted to $9,433.45.
Members of the committee
are seeking continued support
from original donors as well
as other friends and alumni.
Since this is a joint effort by
the U-T General Alumni As-
sociation Annual' Giving Pro-
gram and the Paul and Martha
Meek Scholarship Endowment
Fund friends and alumni of the
many an en-
Your kitchen walls and curtains stay clean longer when your
range is electric. So does your range — ovens in many electric
models clean themselves.
And the new electric ranges perform cooking wonders
while keeping the kitchen clean. With exact heat control,
each dish you cook comes out just as you planned.
Wouldn't you like a clean-cooking electric range in your
kitchen? Your appliance dealer has the model that fits your
needs.
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ileart ELECTRICITY DOES IT BEST!
Fulton Electric System
MAIN STREET PHONE 472-1382
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vice chancellor for develop-
ment.
Also reported at the meeting
was the fact that the interest
on the endowment fund pro-
vided during the first two years
six scholarships, three amount-
$225.00 each and three amount-
ing to $315.00 each, for a total
of 1,620.00.
The scholarship endowment
fund commemorates Chancel-
lor Emeritus Paul Meek's 34
years of service as head of
The University of Tennessee
at Martin and his wife, Martha
Meek,
Tuition In State
Schools Is Lower
Tuition in Kentucky's State-
supported colleges is a bargain
compared to the fees in such
adjacent states as Ohio, West
Virginia and Missouri, ac-
cording to figures from the
Council on Higher Education.
The University of Kentucky
$280 tuition is $160 below the
regional median. The $240
charge at Eastern, Western,
Morehead, Murray and Ken-
tucky State is $120 below the
regional median for comparable
schools,
Sammy guests or Mr. and Reassigned To
and Mrs. Ray Farmer of Prince-
Mrs. Charley Sloan were Mr. London Area
ton, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Jones of LaCenter, Ky. and Mr.
B E. Oliver of Louisville, Ky.
Mrs. Blanche Menees has
moved to the apartment of Mrs.
Nell Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Coving-
ton visited several days last
week with relatives in Martin,
Tenn.
Quaint Thanksgivings ser-
vices of the Cayce Methodist
Church and the Liberty Baptist
Church will be held at the
Liberty church Wednesday
evening. The speaker will be
Rev. James Moreland, pastor
of the Union Cumberland Pres-
byterian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade
and Andy are spending Thanks-
giving holidays in Memphis with
her mother, Mrs. Ethel Oliver.
Work is resuming this Mon-
day morning on the Cayce Meth-
odist Church. A bake sale was
held at Fowlers Grocery Satur-
day. A nice sum was made.
The W.S.C.S. of the Cayce
church held their regular
monthly meeting last week at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Jeffress. A large crowd was
present and a nice program was
rendered. 
CAYCE NEWS
Be Allis Cleric* Biondi/rant
Frank C. Watts, Soil Scien-
tist with the U. S. Soil Con-
servation Service, has been re-
assigned from Bardstown to
London, Kentucky. He will
be assisting the Laurel and
Rockcastle Soil and Water Con-
servation Districts with the
soil survey for this area.
A native of Fulton County,
Kentucky, Watts received his
B. S. degree in Agriculture
from Murray State University
In 1966. He did post graduate
work in soils at the University
of Missouri and received a
Master of Science degree in
1968. Since that time he has par-
ticipated as a party member of
the Hardin and Larue Counties
Progressive Soil Survey, and
has done farm mapping for the
Spencer, Washington, Woodford
and Jessamine Soil and Water
Conservation Districts.
Watts is a member of the
Methodist Church and resides
at the Beep apartments on Fifth
Street in London.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Watts of Cayce. Mr.
Watts is the County Agent in
Fulton County with the USDA,
Extension Service.
.411111*. *11111111110. 4111B.S. WIND. .411111Ells.
Buy your new eleCtric appliances from
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
NOW ...and receive your "BONUS" Money from The Hick-
maa-Fultoa R. E. C. C.. the Weekley County Electric System or the
Fulton Electric System while their respective "BONUS" offers are
good.
(Bonus offers apply, of course, only to those residents living
electric system lines).
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
303 WALNUT 472-3791
411.1110. .11! *UMW *MEW *MI*. *NSW
mv.VIVAWILVArgar4.1kvaxvnec
CHRISTMAS !AWNS
FROM US!
During the month of December we will pay a Christmas
bonus on the following new electrical appliances installed
on the Fulton Electric System!
ELECTRIC RANGE - - - 15" CLOTHES DRYER - - - 15"
HOT WATER HEATER 15" DISH WASHER - - - '10"
Present Your Sales Slip At The FULTON
ELECTRIC SYSTEM Office And Collect Your
CHRISTMAS BONUS
HAVE A CLEAN FLAMELESS ELECTRIC CHRISTMAS!
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
MAIN STREET FULTON, Ky.
Acri.,MCAWMZErCZKOMM414WSWWWZMEVAVISAZAVA4Z*VMVXM"Ac
28, 1969 "Dime Dollar," Forecast If Present Inflation Continues To Grow P-5 Fulton County News, Friday, Nov. 28, 1969
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Compared to the 1913 dollar,
today's dollar is worth only
27 cents, and .14 the present
five percent rate of inflation
continues, in 25 years it will
be worth only "a 1913 dime,"
Jenkin Lloyd Jones, president
fingers of scorn at this be-
havior because a lot of business
would behave just about the
same way if there were no
restraints on cartels, price-
fixing and collusion.
"But the fact remains that
of the Chamber of Commerce as long as a rigged market
of the United States, reported can be maintained in labor due
recently, to special privilege granted for
He blamed the inflationary political advantage it will be
trend on deficit spending by the possible for certain wages to
federal government, wage- far exceed productivity. This
gouging by government
-favored forces up prices and feeds in-
labor unions, and federal money nation. . . ."
sought by "chamber of coin- Turning to business respon-
merce types—for, alas, we sibility, he said:
are human, too." 
"While we are looking for
Mr. Jones, who is alsoeditor parties guilty of hastening the
and publisher of the Tulsa Tri- erosion of the dollar let us
bune, spoke on "The Dime Dol- look at ourselves--we chamber
lar" at the Kentucky State of commerce types....
Fair's Chamber of Commerce ,,we want good things for
Day luncheon, our cities, and many of these
He pointed out that, over the good things cannot be built with-
past 10 years, federal spending out heavy federal subsidies.
has risen 112 percent--from Over the past 30 years the de-
$92 billion to $195 billion. Non- c ision- making nrocess gov-
defense spending jumped 163 ernirig major city improve-
percent in that time--from ments has gradually gravitated
$97 billion to $98 billion. to Washington 
The increases include: Fed- "Federal taxes have removed
eral payroll costs, up 100 much of any city's wealth to
percent; community develop- Washington, and chambers of
ment and housing, up 180 per- commerce struggle to get some
cent; health and welfare spend- of it back. We are acutely
ing, up 200 percent; education conscious that, if Louisville
and manpower, up 500 percent. doesn't rattle the tin cup, Long
Interest on the debt has Beach, Las Vegas or Little
jumped from $9 billion to $17 Rock will get the dough.
billion a year and the national 
“We are inclined to judge
debt has increased $55 billion, the quality of our senators and
This, he said, "amounted to congressmen, not on how well
chucking one $1,000 bill out they have thought out solutions
the window every six seconds, the the nation's problems, but
day and night, for the past 10 on how much chicken and gravy
years."
Of labor's blame he said:
"The National Labor Board,
which is supposed to be an im-
partial body, has behaved more
and more like the agency of the
unions
"The tight monopoly of the
building trades unions in many
areas has kited the price of
construction out of sight. We are
seeing $9-an-hour plumbers
and $10-an-hour brick masons.
We see the national economy
wracked as the ports of the
nation are periodically tied up
by dockers and maritime union
members. Some of these strikes
are designed not to improve
wages and working conditions,
but to levy penalties against
new technologies which would
cheapen the cost of shipping
for every consumer.
"A pistol to the head is
not collective bargaining.
"The union leadership is not
'acting irrationally. It is hard
for a business agent to counsel
moderation if he knows that
some member will arise at
they've brought home.
"We in chambers of com-
merce are going to have to
exercise a little self-discipline
ourselves. We are in a poor
position to yawp about the de-
struction of the currency as
long as we reward best those
public servants who have been
most willing to loot the
treasury.
"if we vrant to save the dol-
lar we're going to have to
stretch out our gimmies. We
are going to have to be willing
to wait another six months for
the new bridge and maybe a
year for the new hospital wing.
And we're going to have to
get the word to Washington..."
Of the consequences of in-
flation, he said:
.What welfare is there in
old-age pensions paid off in
potato chips? What social se-
curity is there in a carefully
accumulated life insurance pro-
gram that matures in dust? What
honesty is there in government
bonds that you eventually might
light your cigar with, if you
could find a cigar?
"This is no uncharted road,
The trail of history is lined
with the bleached bones of social
systems that imagined that
prosperity and a money supply
are synonymous. This is Pancho
Villa economics. But long be-
fore poor Pancho worked the
Mexican printing presses day
and night in an honest effort
to make all peons rich, the
fallacies were plain.
"And the ruination of work-
ers is the surest result. People
with cash reserves can find
some hedges while the currency
still has value. They can rush
to buy land or diamonds or
foreign currencies. It is the
man who depends upon his week-
ly paycheck who goes over the
falls first and drops the
farthest."
FOR TB HOSPITALS
The Kentucky Thoracic So-
ciety, an organization of 109
physicians, recommended at a
two-day meeting in Berea that
the state's six tube' culosis hos-
pitals be kept open. A spokes-
man said .we feel if the tuber-
culosis problem is tackled di-
rectly, there are enough TB
cases in the state to fill these
empty beds.
Fulton County Cotton Farmers
Allotments, Referendum Ballots
Two hundred, sixty-one Ful-
ton County Cotton farmers have
been mailed 1970 cotton allot-
ments, amounting to 6,218
acres. They will also receive
within a few days, ballots to
vote in the National CottonRef-
erendum, December 1st to the
5th.
Cotton is an important crop
in Fulton County and cotton
farmers should avail them
the back of the hall and say, selves of the issues upon which
attCrile--I coati lite you matie./Ethey wt.*, vote. It. Tinimplytural thlit union leaddr- vote of "YES" OR "NO". 
ship would press for monopoly, vote of "YES" means that you
, for the right to descipline the favor those who grow more cot-
Membership by levying heavyton than their allotment and
and capricious fines, for the will be assessed a Marketing
elimination of state right-to- Quota Penalty on the excess of
work laws and the reimposition 50% of parity and that those
of the privilege of the secondary who grow within their allot-
boycott. ment and sign up to participate
"It does no good to Point in the program, will receive
Price Support Pay ment on 65%
of their allotment. A vote of
"NO" means that present al-
lotments will still be In effect,
there will be no penalty of
excess grown and Price Sup-
port Payment of 50% of parity
to those who produce within
their allotment.
The ballot is completely
secret if cast in the manner
of instruction received. The
certification on the outside en-
lope4tillitllot can be counted by themust be made beforeA 
Fulton County ASC Committee.
Ballot must be recieved in the
county office, not later than
close of business, December
5th or post marked not later than
midnight December 5th.
The information was released
by S. E. Holly, Office Manager,
Fulton County ASC Committee.
HERCULES
TIRES
"The Best thing
That Ever
Happened To
Wheels"
HERCULES
2- Ply Polyester
Cord With Two
Fiberglass Belts
Get Them At:
SCATES TIRE SERVICE
Hiway 51 North at Middle Road Fulton, Ky.
stoP tire aa
.01.• •
and
a n 10Y
• Added Mileage
• Driving Comfort
• No Costly Vibration
OW • LET US
TRUE AND BALANCE
YOUR TIRES ON OUR
PRECISION "AMERMAC"
SAVE TIMEAVE GASHOP AND GO
2000 FEET FREE PARKING
RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO
STOP AND SHOP
AT
FIVE -0- ONE
_MAYFIELD HIWAY FULTON, KY.
E. G. ADAMS, COMMISSIONER OF BANKING, re-
views changes in Kentucky's Truth-in-Lending laws.
Such changes are necessary if the state hopes to
qualify for exemption of federal laws governing
lending.
Cotton Program For '70 Same As
'69; Price Support Rate Is $20.25
A Washington press release
on 10-31-69 gave some details
of the 1970 Cotton Program.
In principle, it is similar to
the 1969 program. The National
price support loan rate is 20.25
cents per pound based on mid-
dling 1-inch, premiums and dis-
counts applicable to indMdual
qualities. This rate is the same
as 1969.
The price-support rate to
participants has been estab-
lished at 16.80 cents per pound.
This compars to 14.73 cents
per pound for 1969. Price sup-
ports are available to co-
operators on 65 percent of the
farm effective alhAment.
Small farms (s illotments of
10 acres or less, are to re-
ceive an additional price sup-
port payment of 19.95 cents
per pound on 35 percent of the
allotment provided the tarp
meets program requirement%
This compares to 11.26 cents
per pound for 1969.
All payments will be based
on the farm's projected or
proven yield times that per-
centage applicable to the farm
allotment. No diversion re-
quired and no diversion pay-
niels for-1970. All payments
Will be subject to any limitation
that might be required by
congress.
The Secretary of Agriculture
has declared, due to present
supplies of cotton, that cotton
farmers will vote in a National
Referendum by mail December
1-5. Two-thirds of the cotton
growers voting must approve
marketing quotes before the
essential features of the pro-
gram can go into effect. If
more than one-third of the
growers vote "NO", the only
cotton program will be price
support at 50 percent of parity
for growers who do not exceed
their acreage allotment. No
other • payments will be
This information released by
S. E. Holly, Officer Manager
Fulton County ASC Committee,
November 7, 1969.
OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
According to the latest es-
timates, over 115,000 acres
of soybeans in Obion County
in 1969 will yield over 3,250,-
000 bushels of soybeans. At
current market prices the soy-
bean crop will bring into °Mon
County more than $7,250,000.
That is a lot of money for the
soybean industry - the number
one farm crop of Obion County.
The average yield per acre
is up from last year and local
buyers estimate the harvest
season for soybeans to be from
75 to 85% complete. The cotton
harvest season is fast being
completed with over 90% of
the cotton having already been
ginned.
* t * *
"Five O'clock Burning Law"
Tennessee has a law on the
books concerning certain types
of outdoor flres. It has an of-
cicial title, but it is commonly
referred to as "the five o'clock
burning law."
The law was passed by the
General Assembly several
months ago, but for all practical
purposes, it is in effect only
between October 15 and May
15, The Keep Tennessee Green
Association, a state-wide
forestry organization, spon-
sored the law.
The whole purpose of the
"five o'clock burning law" is
to reduce the number of out-
door fires at times when they
are most likely to get out of
control. About half of the woods
fires in Tennessee--something
like two thousand every year--
are started for the purpose
of burning trash or debris, or
to burn off fence rows and old
fields.
The new law does not pro-
hibit these fires. It does try
to discourage them during the
day when they are most likely
to get out of control. During
the effective time of the law-
from October 15 to May 15--
you may burn between five o'-
clock in the afternoon and mid-
night without a permit. But for
fires started between midnight
and five p.m., you will need a
permit from the Tennessee Di-
vision of Forestry.
A number of Forestry Di-
vision personnel are authorized
to issue burning permits. All
you have to do is to call the
local office of the Division. If
conditions are such that an
outdoor fire may be safel•
started, a permit will be issue,:
You can help protect you
timber crops, and those of you.
neighbors by complying with
the five o'clock burning law.
If you have to burn, wait until
after five p.m., when the wind
dies and the humidity rises. If
it is impossible to wait that
late, check with the Division
of Forestry Office to get your
permit, and to make sure con-
ditions are safe for burning.
The telephone number of the'
Union City Fire Tower is 885-
1617. You can call them and
they will bring a burning per-
mit to you. As of last week over
100 burning permits have be'
issued by local Tennessee Fm
estry Division personnel.
FARM DATES TO REMEMdER
December 4 - Feeder Pig
Sale - Savannah
December 6 - West Ten-
nessee Hereford Sale - Browns-
ville
December 9 - Feeder Pig
Sale - Lexington
December 12 - Angus Sale -
Ames Plantation
December 17 - Feeder Pig
Sale - Brownsville.
SUMMERS ON KET
Noted poet, novelist and
teacher, Hollis Summers, a
native of Eminence, now has
his own 7:30 Tuesday series
on Kentucky Education Tele-
vision. On each week for 30
minutes, Summers reads from
his poems and novels and dis-
cusses his reactions to each
selection.
pcgavi
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Dr. Haugen Is
Appointed To
Westvaco Post
WICKLIFFE, KY. - The an-
nouncement that Dr. Per Haugen
has joined the staff of West-
vaco Corporation's Wickliffe
mill organization as Technical
With JIM PRYOR Service Superintendent was
Imorkeirorol 5gort.1111sois Control RaIrefil made recently by R. L. Sharp,
Manager of the $80 million
NEW ALFALFA RESETS IN. papermaking complex under
SECTS AND DISEASES construction here.
In this position, Dr. Haugen
A new high yielding alfalfa will have responsibility for all
variety named Kanza, highly aspects of the mill's technical
resistant to pea aphid spotted tsheervaicter adnedpaarttrneiaemnt minconluitdoingr_
alfalfa aphid, and bacterial wilt in program and technical sup-
has been released by the Kan- port to the power and recovery,
ass, Nebraska, and Oklahoma pulping and papermaking
Agricultural Experiment Stat- functions.
Ions and the United States Dept- In making the announcement,
artment of Agriculture Re. Mr. Sharp noted that Dr.
search Service. Haugen's experience and edu-
cation make him extremely well
This variety was developed ed o
by the Kansas Agricultural Ex- 
Wickliffe.qualified forthis new position
periment Station and the USDA's A native of Norway, Dr.
Agricultural Research Service. Haugen earned his B.Sc. de-
Kanza will significantly reduce gree in chemical engineering
the 150 million dollars loss from the University of
caused by the aphids and wilt Edinburgh, Scotland in 1960.
each year. Growers will also Following several years of ex-
benefit from the new variety's per or di eunnct ei na s  
with
supe ar i nNt eonrdween t of
troulsotr. an ce to potato leafhopper pa per company, Dr. Haugen
Norwegian
yellowing, and resistance to came to this country where he
earned his M.S. degree from
The new variety yielded 17
per cent more (an average ann-
ual increase of 1.18 tons per
acre) than the average of Cody
and Buffalo alfalfas at five test
locations in Kansas. Cody and
Buffalo are older varieties bred
for Kansas conditions. Kanza
Is adapted for growing in Texas,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska,
Arkansas, Missouri, and south-
ern Illinois. Since they did not
Include Western Kentucky in
the report, we should not feel
too badly, Just go ahead and
use it, and we will see what
Kanza can do for Kentucky.
It has about the same winter
hardiness as Buffalo and Cody,
and is similar in reaction to
downy mildue, summer black.
stem, Leptosphaerulina leaf
spot and bacterial leaf soot.
Kanza was developed as part
of USDA's continueing program
aimed at developing high yield-
ing, high quality, widly adapted
varieties with multiple resist-
ance to a broad range of dis-
eases and insects.
In addition to improved
yields, the development of al-
falfas with pest resistance can
be expected to increase the
life of stands and improve
quality of forage. Pest resist-
ance also will do much in red-
ucing costs of insecticides, thus
minimizing the likelihood of
pesticide residue problems in
forage needed for production of
meat and milk.
As time goes by, we hope
more will be accomplished ir
bringing the alfalfa weave]
under control. They tell us they
are vsarking on the problem.
VIEW
U7
DR. HAUGEN
the University of Maine.
While in the United States,
he was employed for seven
months at Westvaco's Luke,
Md. mill as a project engineer
in the technical service depart-
ment. He later returned to
Europe and earned his Ph.D. in
polymer physics from the Uni-
versity of Manchester, England
earlier this year.
Dr. Haugen is a veteran of
service with the Norweigian
Army where he served as a
1st Lt. with the Corps of Engi-
neers.
He and his wife, Aase, will
move to this area in the near
future•
Join us
for a true
BourboiL
WALKER
hIRAMHiram Walker's
Ten High
Come over to the taste
of Ten High, a true
Bourbon of Hiram
Walker character and
quality. Sip it slow and
easy. You'll be doubly
glad you joined us—
when you remember
Ten High's welcome
price!
lour boot bourbon buy
86 PROOF
oNNI WA LKEes
TEN HIGH
STRAIGHT BOURBON
WHISKEY
K..... gam..
86 proof • Hiram Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria. III.
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'New math' multiplies
IC freight cars for shippers
Illinois Central Railroad
From old NEWS photo files
'$
P-6 Fulton County' News, Friday, Nov. 28, 1969
P-7 Fi
lean,
There's Nothing Like An Old Photograph To Bring Back Memories
South Fulton basketball team... When?
Some of these we recognize.. .do you?
•••••
for
7•11,
,r442044:40,,A,
•
..-OUR"IN"SEASON IS EVERY SEASON
It,
at the -ARLINGTON
It's relaxing and animating —as you shoos It.
It's not all nags la all papa
If IS a wonderfully pt 
 year 'mad road
dal ears luxury Nvleg at Ms ARLINGTON HOTEL
',lb fins Ismull, family activities, fell rang* of sports,
golf, swimming sad Moss comfortable
ARUNGTON Memel bulbs and invigeraling massages.
Writs today or piano for details.
TM ta.,
write, wire or ph•oil: !DOAN A. MAY, III•nrrip• r,
The AILINOTON NOM. Aron SOL IdAti•n•I 3-7771
NATIONALHOT SPRINGS
ARKANSAS
WFUL and a school program
‘..--"t( • 
•
. ,
,qtromor,"."
The Truth Generally Lies Under the Surface
The true facts about anything
are seldom pure and never simple.
Facts often are deeply hidden, like
the seven-eighths of an iceberg
which always lie under water.
When your newspaper reporter
says
"May I ask you a question or
two?" he is really "diving" for
facts. He hopes to bring to the
light of day other related names,
figures, or relationships which will
tell his readers a fuller story.
zhe Aulton
Good newspapers, good news-
papermen constantly dive,'dig, and
probe beneath the appearances of
things to their deeper, often hid-
den meanings and connections.
There are all kinds of news-
papers and all kinds of newspaper-
men. Nobody ever claimed they
were all perfect. But one thing
is certain:
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
is engaged in digging out and
publishing important facts about
our public life.
That's the job of a free and un-
licensed press.
Tountg eIuz
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Mrs. Jessye Wade, of Hum-
boldt, Tenn., wife of Maury
Wade, retired insurance com-
pany manager, died Friday
night, November 21, at Jack-
son-Madison County General
Hospital, She was the mother
of Mrs. Buddy Thompson of
Humboldt, formerly of Fulton,
Mrs. James Boaz of Rye. N.
Y., and airs. Mary Elizatetu
Partee of Humboldt.
Other survivors include four
sisters, Mrs. Murray Gardner
and Mrs. Gus Haase, both of
Tupelo, Miss., and Mrs. Jack
Robinson, and Mrs. Walter Da-
vis, both of Memphis.
Services were held at 3:90
p.m. Sunday, November 29, at
the Hunt Funeral Home Chapel
in Humboldt. Interment was in
Rosehill Cemetery.
John Thomas Simon, 84 year
old retired farmer of Route 1,
Water Valley, died at 6:30 a.m.
Saturday, November 22, at
Western Baptist Hospital in Pa-
ducah, following an extended
illness.
The son of the late Jack and
Jo Ann Beard Simon, he was
born in Hickman County, Ken-
tucky, March 22, 1885.
Survivors include three sons,
J. D. Simon, Fulton, Route 3,
Woodrow Simon, Bay City,
Mich., Wayne Simon, Detroit,
two daughters, Mrs. Cleatus
Walker of Water Valley, Route
1, and Mrs. Marie Lane of
Detroit. Ten grandchildren and
nine great grandchildren also
survive.
He leaves a brother, A. G.
Simon of Union City; three sis-
ters, Mrs. Ora Watts, Clinton,
Mrs. Cora Dalton of Fulton,
Route 3 and Mrs. Annie Wheells
of Dukedom, Route 1, and
several nieces and nephews.
Services were held at 1 p.m.
November 24, at the Jackson
Funeral Home Chapel, with Bro
Dennis Crutchfield WIThlating.
Interment was in Pinegar Cem-
etery.
Mrs. Ada Watson Taylor, 70,
resident of 406 Seventh Street,
Fulton, died unexpectedly Sun-
day, November 23, at the Fulton
Hospital.
Services were held at 10
a.m. Wednesday at Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home in Clin-
ton. Rev. Robert Ivy officiated
and interment was in Memphis
Memorial Park.
Survivors include a son, Wat-
son Taylor, Clinton, three
grandchildren, Janice Taylor,
Mrs. Charles Poole and Debbie
Taylor, and three great grand-
children. Another son, Billy
Taylor of Fulton, preceded her
In death.
Mr. and Mrs. Hale Williams
visited with Aunt Julia Moss
and daughter in Dresden, one
day last week. Aunt Julia has
been a very sick lady for a
few weeks, but was able to eat
some the day Mr. and Mrs.
Williams were there.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Clement
have received word from their
daughter, Diane and husband,
in Detroit, they have a new
grandbaby. Think the Clements
will soon be on their way north.
Mr. and Mrs. Birch Moon
were given a house warming
Monday evening in their home
In Fulton. We wish much hap-
piness for Mr. and Mrs. Moon
In their new life together
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Williams
and son RodgerJoe, of Paducah,
visited with Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Williams and other rel-
atives in these parts Sunday
afternoon.
David Lewis and Miss Debby
Bard were united in marriage
at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard, near
Water Valley Sunday p.m. We
wish this young couple much
happiness and a long life to-
gether.
Estell Brown finally found
her long lost kitten about 5 or
6 miles from home at the home
of James and Margarett Ann
Perry on the State Line. She
took the kitten home where
it was happy for a day or so and
it was gone again, back to the
Perrys. So guess Estell will
have to get a chain if she keeps
that cat horns.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Alice Aline Anderson Locke,
67, of Fulton, will be held at
2 p.m. Thursday at Hornbeak
Funeral Home here with the
Rev. James Best and the Rev.
Ray Jackson officiating.
Burial will be in Greenlee
Cemetery.
She was a native of Birming-
ham, Ala. and was a member
of First Baptist Church of Ful-
ton.
Mrs. Locke died at 7:30 a.m.
Tuesday, November 25, in Ful-
ton Hospital.
Survivors include her hus-
band, W. 0. Locke, Sr.; a daugh-
ter, Mrs. Mary Pritchard of
biayfield, three sons, W. 0.
Locke of Seoul, South Korea,
Henry A Locke of Raleigh,
N.C., and Richard Earl Locke
of Union City, Tenn.; a sister,
Mrs. Ruby _Saunders of Miami,
Ha.; a brother, H. M. Anderson
of Silver Springs, Md., and
eight grandchildren.
Word was received in Ful-
ton of the death of Mrs. Lillie
Young, who was a resident of
Fulton until 10 years ago. Mrs.
Young, made her home with her
daughter, Mrs. Eva Hall, 12452
Dunrobin Street, Downey, Cali-
fornia.
She died November 17, at St.
Francis Hospital after a long
illness.
Other survivors include
another daughter, Mrs. Mar-
vin (Clara) Jackson of Wash-
ington, Ind., three sons, Tom
Young of Independence, Mo.,
°dies Young, Calumet City,
Illinois, Jack Jones of Wing°,
Ky., and 11 grandchildren.
Services were at Sky Chapel
Memorial with interment in
Rose Hill Cemetery. Rev. Wil-
liam Hatter of Fort Worth, Tex-
as had charge of the services.
The Rev. Bobby Copeland
filled his regualr appointment
at New Salem Baptist Church
the past Sunday at 11 a.m. Sun-
day school starts at 10 a.m.
The Rev. Howard Miller, the
church congregation and can...
Mates for baptism will meet
at the evening service, from Old
Bethel Missionary Church, and
be immersed in baptism, then
the churches will worship to-
gether.
Miss Maud Sisson is a victim
of cold and thus indisposed.
The condition of Mr. Emmet
Acree remains critical at the
Fulton Hospital.
Mr.- and Mrs. Leon Nix of
Louisville, Ky. spent the past
weekend with their mother, Mrs,
Martha Croft.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Mrs. Quennte Watts,
widow of the late Mr. Lou
Watts, this district, who passed
away at her home Saturday
night, having suffered an attack
of pneumonia. Mrs. Watts has
been in failing health for some
time. Her passing has removed
one of our best beloved ladies.  
Anderson Funeral Home in P
Dresden, Tenn. has charge of
all the arrangements.
Mrs. Grubbs, the mother of
Ruben Grubbs, remains crit-
ical. She is a victim of com-
plications, followed by pneu-
Delmas Copeland re-
turned home from a Memphis  
hospital a week ago, where
he had hip surgery, and theraphy
for a few months. He is doing
very good with a walker now,
and all of his friends hope his
convalescent days may be
speedy.
Mr. Sam Mathis is a patient
In Hillview Hospital with a deep
cold, and getting treatment for  
several days. He has improved
since he was hospitalized and
hopes to get home this week.
Mr. Bill Cantrell is making
progress in the Veterans Hos-
pital from a broken ankle he
suffered two weeks ago.
Complete Root
Planned Protection
See us for - -.
Your Insurance Needs
Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation U Years —
* Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night *
' Open Sunday Afternoons, •
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Fulton Phone 235-2213
Phone 472-1553
J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
We all went to church this morning. Later. as
I carved the turkey. Mary and I began to reminisce
about our first Thanksgiving in our own home.
It was the year Joe was a baby. Always before.
we'd gone home to our families. We set a festive
table and pretended not to be lonely.
"And were you?" asked Jane.
-Did you pray before you ate?" asked Ruthie.
-Of course, they prayed," said Joe importantly.
After all, he'd been there! -That's what Thanks-
giving is all about!"
Mary and I smiled at each other, remembering
how we'd nearly forgotten. We'd bowed our heads,
together, baby son at our side. Suddenly, the real
meaning of Thanksgiving swept over us, and we
gave thanks for the blessings of the hour.
How grateful we are for the teachings of our
church, which through the years has helped us inter-
pret the source of all goodness!
Copurtght /959 Kersier Arivertrottg SITtld. • lwr . Strasburg. Vn
Evans Drug Company
The Resell Store
216 Lake Street 472-3421
Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta,
Wheel Allotment & Balancing
1111 Lake Strad 4724071
Arcble's Live Stock Barn
every day we buy & sell all kind of
stick
Union City — Futten Hwy.
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut Flowers Green Florist Swop's*
DIAL 4794371
Sunday
John
5:30-47
•
Monday
42 John
6:1-15
•
Tuesday
John
6:16-34
•
Wednesday
John
6:35-51
• .
Thursday
John
6:52-65
•
Friday
John
6:66
•
Saturday
John
7:10-31
Traveler's Inn Restaurant
Hem* Cooked Meals - Pies
Insedway So. Fulton 4799-1772
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Rood 472-9060
Turner's Pure Milk Ce.
At nut Stirsr--er at yew deer
Fulton. Ky. 4714311
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Pacts Qpit)
Joseph, mo., his great-grandmothers and
Louise Butts and this scribe, mere grandmoth-
ers.
Call Me Madame Cupid!
I guess you'll just have to call me Madame
Cupid from now on. I can't begin to tell you
the number of people I have introduced to each
Dther, who took a fancy to each other, and then
landed at the altar.
My latest instance of the "boy meets girl,
couple gets married," accomplishment is that
of Gary Ftoedemeier and Kay Pinkley.
Kay came to Fulton, and a party at our
house, when she appeared here to give up her
crown as Miss Kentucky in the Miss U. S. A.
contest. I also invited Gary to be a judge, so
he was at the party too.
Well and good indeed. I saw in the Padu-
cah Sun the other day that Gary and Kay are
going to walk down the middle aisle and say
their "I Do's" on December 20.
And it couldn't happen to two nicer peo-
ple.
Home, Garden Department Plans 
Tour Of Nashville Showplaces
The Tennessee Botanical
Gardens and Fine Art Center
in Nashville, Tennessee, known
as "Cheekwood" will be the
destination for a chartered bus
tour sponsored by the Home
and Garden Department of the
Fulton Woman's Club on Tues-
day, December 9.
This famous estate within
the city limits of Nashville,
formerly owned by the Cheek
family, offers visitors from
all over the world a view of
famous art collections, flower
shows, lectures on the arts,
a sampling of Southern hos-
pitality and a chance to stroll
over the spacious gardens and
grounds for 11 months of the
year.
A bazaar will offer hand-
crafted ornaments copied from
the trees, Christmas cards,
and other decorations for the
home. Offered for the first
time last year will also be a
Christmas cookie cookbook.
A chartered bus from
Western Kentucky stages in
Murray will meet the tour
members at 7:30 a.m. on Tues-
day morning, December 9 on
the parking lot of the First
United Methodist Church on
Carr Street, returning to Ful-
ton at approximately 7:30 p.m.
Private cars may be parked
on the lot with safety during
the day.
The bus will accomodate 39
passengers and members of the
Home and Garden Department
will have first choice of the
tickets which will be sold for
$5.00 for the round trip to
Cheekwood. After December 1,
unsold seats will be offered
to the general public. The ad-
mission to Cheekwood is 501
per person and the lunch stop
will be made at a Nashville
cafeteria in order that per-
sons may choose a varied
luncheon of their choice.
The day should offer a great
treat to local visitors and
ihpusands come from near and
far to visit Cheekwood at
Christmas time.
Tickets for the tour may be
bought from the following- Mrs.
Van Latta (472-1991), Mrs. Jack
Allen (472-3358), and Mrs.
Smith Adidns (472-1668). ,'The Art of Thanksgiving,"
MRS the topic used by Mrs.
Jimmie Westbrook when she
gave the devotional at the reg-
ular meeting in the home of
Mrs. Myrtle Temple. She used
appropiate scripture selections
and reminded that everyone re-
ceived innumerable blessings,
that all should remember to ee
thankful for, particularly at this
narves-t season.
Mrs. Myrtle Temple
"Thanksgiving Song."
Plans were made for several
to attend the Achievement
Luncheon at the University Stu-
dent Center in Martin December
This Is the picture of a Iltete squirt who wants to tell the world that his first wends In a
sequence were "Grand Daddy," for his two grandfathers and one great-greeclfather.
(See Notebook) That's his mother in the background.
STUDENT AWARD
Miss Jean Bennett, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Ben-
nett of New York and formerly
of Fulton, has been named win-
ner of the Lincoln Center Stu-
dent award. Miss Bennett, a
high school student, is out-
standing in ballet, violin,
voice and painting.
CHRISTMAS PARTY
There will be a Christmas
party at the Fulton Country
Club on Sunday evening, Decem-
ber 7. Reservations may be
made by calling Mrs. Charles
Curtis.
SF DECA Club
Making Annual
Candy Sales
The DECA Club of South
Fulton High School is having
its Christmas candy sale.
The large sticks of candy
are just one dollar. They are
not only good to eat, but make
a colorful decoration and stuff
a stocking to the top.
Mr. Wright from Tom'scom-
pany said, "South Fulton's
DECA Club sells more candy
than any other in the United
States."
"So come on folks. Help us
live up to our past effort. Any
member of the DECA Club
members has the candy for you
if you want to sell it," one of
the officers told the News to-
day.
'Thanksgiving'
Topic Used For
Chestnut Glade
6.
led the
Plans were made for a
Christmas luncheon in the home
of Mrs. Jim Burke, December
18. Meeting to be at 10 a.m.
Mrs. Jim Burke the craft
leader showed several Christ-
mas decorations that were made
from burlap and several other
unique and attractive suggest-
ions.
Mrs. Myrtle Temple, the
home management leader, gave
useful information on home
laundry management.
Mrs. V C. Simpson dem-
onstrated the simple design for
a table using the circular floor
length cloth with suggestions for
making these articles.
Mrs. Grace Prince gave the
Nutritional lesson stressing the
importance of a balanced diet.
She explained that a great
amount of malnutrition was
found in bountiful supplies of
foods by not following a balanced
scheduled of food preparation.
Mrs. Fred Vaughan directed
the recreation.
Mrs. Paul Reams received
the door prize.
Mrs. Rob Ecrwlks was a wel-
comed visitor.
South Central Bell
The family's grown up now.
They're living near and far.
Dial your own long distance...
find out how your children are.
Dial a lovin' phone call when the rates are low.. .every night
and all weekend long.
South Central Bell HosprrAL NEws(caw...4 NOM Pigs 01111)
1957.
He joined the telephone com-
pany in 1927 following his grad-
nation from the University of
Kentucky.
During his early years with
the company he held various
positions in the districts and
state organizations and was
named Louisville district
manager in 1943.
In May of 1950, Mr. Green
was appointed assistant man-
ager for Kentucky and two
months later was advanced to
Kentucky manager. This was
his position when he was
elected vice president in 1957.
Active in civic, community
and business affairs in Louis-
ville, he is a former president
of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, the Louisville
Chamber of Commerce, the
Louisville Safety Council, and
the Louisville Rotary Club. He
is past master of Excelsior
Lodge, F. & A. M., in Louis-
ville. Mr. Green is a former
member of the Kentucky Human
Rights Commission.
He is presently a director
of the National Safety Council,
Lincoln Fire Insurance Com-
pany, the Lincoln Life Insurance
Company, and the Spindletop
Research Corporation.
A member and past Senior
Warden of St. Mark Episcopal
Church, he is a trustee of
the Episcopal Diocess of Ken-
tucky.
Mr. Green is married to the
former Charlotte T Mc-
Laughlin.
Welfare Club
Meets With
Mrs. Johns
The Welfare Workers Club
met in the home of Mrs. Charles
Johns for the November meeting
with 11 members and one
visitor, Mrs. Marshall Rodg-
ers. The President, Mrs. Bob
Elliott called the meeting to
order and devotion was given.
Mrs. V. L. Phillips led the
singing with her selection as
"What A Friend We Have In
Jesus."
Club Creed was read by Mrs.
Lon Watts. Project leaders re-
ports were: craft, Mrs. V. L.
Phillips and Mrs. Frank Par-
rish; Home Furnishings, Mrs.
Irene Nabors; Home Manage-
ment, Miss Mable Smith;
Health, Mrs. Charles Johns,
Mrs. Lon Watts conducted a
contest with Mrs. Mable Smith
winning the prize. Door prize
was won by Mrs. Lon Watts.
Lovely refreshments were
served by the hostess.
Meeting was adjourned with
the agreement to have the
Christmas meeting with Mrs.
Karl Kimberlin on December
1'7 at 11:00 a.m.
APPLES FOR SALE
Red Delicious. Golden Delici-
ous, Arkansas Black Winesap,
and Red Gold. Acquire at
Hastings Orchard on Highway
46 North.
The following is a list of
patients in the local hospitals
on Wednesday morning of this
week:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Barbara Jones and Mrs.
Jimmy Glisson, Wing°. Alonzo
Hamilton. Tracey Childs, Re-
becca Childs, Mrs. Deasy Wilk-
ins, all of Hickman; Ralph
Jackson, Jr., Mrs. J. R. Kirby,
Larry McKinney, Mrs. Jbel P.
Ellis, Mrs. H. C. Woodruff,
John P. Ray, and Alice Taylor,
all of South Fulton; Mrs. Har-
old Pewitt, Mrs. Neal Olive,
Dale Yates, Mrs. Mary Smith,
Tillman Cooley, Lavern Stew-
art, Virginia Holiey, Raymond
Graddy, Jr., all of Fulton;
Mrs. Russell Cruse and baby,
Union City; Rodger D. John-
son. Clinton; Mrs. Hoover
Nunley, Martin,
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mr George Lawrence, Mr.
Burton Williams, Mrs. Tiny
Holly, Mrs. Lilly Cathy, Mr.
Charlie Stephenson, Mrs. Rosie
Harrison, Mr. Edward Blay-
lock, Mrs. Martha Batts, Mr.
G B Farmer, Billy Craddock,
Mrs. Velora Stennis, Mrs. Lula
Thurman, Mrs. Virginia Col-
ley, Mr. Lafayette Patterson,
Mrs. Pearl Hinkley, and Mr.
Gene Howard, all of Fulton;
Mrs. Artie Moore, Mrs. Era
Wiley, Mrs. Mattie Sisson, Mrs.
Lana Kaye Ward and baby,
Mrs. Myrtle Fields, and Mrs.
Vera Dbwdy, all of Wingo;
Mrs Lena Jackson, Teresa
Jane Jackson, Mr. Arthur Tar-
ver, and Mr. J. W. McClana-
han, all of Crutchfield; Mr. Al-
fred Taylor of Hickman; Mrs
Effie Williams, Mm. Lillian
Irene Yates, and Mr. Dewey
Chatman, all of Water Valley;
Mrs. Ruth Jones, Mrs. Marvin ANDREWS
Sanders, both of South Fulton; jewelry Company
Mrs. Cathy :Dew and Mrs. 40 
Carol Walker of Dukedom;
Mr. Jimmy Sturgis of Union
City; Mr. A. G. Nicholas of
Benton; Mr. Emmett Acree of
Lynnville; Mrs. Nora Iluss of
Mayfield; Mrs. Blanche Via 3f
Clinton; Mr. Marlin Barber
and Mr. J. V. Allen, both of
Martin.
Art Guild - - - -
(Continued from page 1)
The Center is available to
the community for use for any
frDs of gathering. Reservations
have to be made well in ad-
vance at the office of the Hous-
ing Authority, since the com-
pletely functional facility is
getting mighty popular &mod
town.
Original paintings owned by
the following people were ex-
hibited:
Mrs. Helen McGee, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Wright, Jerry
Atkins, Mrs. Evelyn Dixon,
Mr, and Mrs. Hendon Wright,
Miss Nell Rose, Lt. CoL and
Mrs. Robert Whitesell, Mr. and
Mrs. Win Whltnel, Mr. and
Mrs. Hunter Byrd Whitesell,
Mr. and Mrs. Parks Weeks, Col.
Paul Durbin, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Stokes, Mrs. W. D. Merryman,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Homra, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Fall. Mr. and
Mrs. John Joe Campbell, Mr.
and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Ferry
Morse Seed Company, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Caldwell, Mr, and
Mrs. Wilmon Boyd, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Bennett, Al Bushart,
Mrs. Harry L. Bushart, Mrs.
Ruth Scott, Mrs. Gerald Byrn,
Lt. Cmdr. and Mrs. Hendon
Wright, Jr., of Newport News,
Va., Dr. and Mrs. J. Read
Holland of Albuquerque, N. M.,
and Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Wil-
liamson.
Mrs. Joe Bennett and Mrs.
Jack Allen, co-chairmen of the
event, presided at the guest
register.
Members of the Hospitality
Committee were: Mesdames
Annie Laurie Cunningham,
Lawrence Holland, Louis
Weeks, Stanley Jones, Charles
Fields, Andrew Nelson, Parks
Weeks and Fred Homra, who
greeted the guests.
Not only did the many visitors
to the private collection showing
enjoy the paintings and the
surroundings, but refreshments
and tea cakes were served from
a handsomely appointed table,
overlaid with an imported linen
cloth. Silver candelabra, au-
tumn flowers in all their varied
hues, put the finishing touches
to an afternoon that was unusual
it was as "pretty as a picture."
Indeed, someday we'd like
to see an artist's conception of
the whole affair.
The Art Guild wishes to ex-
press their genuine thanks and
appreciation to all who helped
make the afternoon a success.
Williams - - - -
and observations of one another,
members of the Guild are con-
stantly improving their talent.
Many members have improved
so much that their work, when
entered in competition, is
placed in the professional cat-
egory. More important, all the
members enjoy painting and
there is sure to be something
for everyone to enjoy.
The public is cordially in-
vited to attend the Open House,
to leisurely enjoy the paintings
and refreshments.
CARD OF THANKS
After another long stay in
the hmpital, I again wish to
convey my sincere thanks and
appreciation to everyone who
remembered me in any way.
You were so thoughtful to re-
member me with the beautiful
flowers, cards, letters, visits,
phone calls, food, and most of
all, the prayers. Also thanks to
those who carried on for us
back home, and who bellied
my family in order that they
might assist us more at the
hospital. Asilee joins me in
saying that all these acts of
kindness have been deeply ap-
preciated and we always
cherish your thoughtfulness.
May God bless each of you.
Curtis Vaughan
FOR SALE
KENTUCKY SIDE — Remodeled older house, three bedrooms,
two baths, large utility room. Up-stairs for workshop, new roof,
aluminum siding. Present loan ran be assumed after payment of
ouners. Equity of $3,000 (Ii) Total price $8500.00. Can be used
as a duplex.
IN THE COUNTRY, TENNESSEE — one full acre, city water,
older home that is livable. Total price $5500. $2,000.00 down.
IN THE COUNTRY, KENTUCKY — Three bedroom home
located on three acres, all modem conveniences, new well,
orchard. $14,500.00 will trade.
FORESTDALE — Walking distance to town, good small two
bedroom home, new roof, storm doors and siding. Total price—
$6500.00.
de ACRES, Located Just Reel of One and All Club, 1,000 It.
highway frontage. City water and Natural gas available, no
buildings. Ideal for new home.
Call Wick Smith, Broker
PHONE 472-1292
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Fulton's Siegel Plant Installs
New Operator Training Progr
Klein Thornton, Vice Pres-
ident of Manufacturing for the
Henry I, Siegel Company, and
Glenn Puckett, Plant Manager
for the H. I. S. Fulton plant,
jointly announce the implemen-
tation of a new operator-train-
ing program for the Fulton
plant, developed by Kurt- Sal-
mon Associates, internationally
recognized consultants for the
needle-trades industry.
AAMT (Advanced Analytical
Methods of Training) can best
be described by the following
eight steps: (1) the job applicant
applies to the Personnel Admin-
istrator for interview, testing,
and evaluation to assure proper
Job placement. (2) New em-
ployees are brought to the
Training Center for company
and "in-print" orientation. (3)
Training begins with develop-
ment of general skills neces-
sary for all mating operations,
such as machine familiarity,
coordination, and development
of hand and finger dexterity.(4)
The operator trainee then ad-
vances to development of
specific skills.
This development begins with
sewing on "shapes" designed
to teach the more difficult skills
before garments are sewed.
(5) After the trainee has learn-
ed the skill and Job knowledge
required, she advances to sew-
ing the garment. (6) Progress
is graph-plotted daily by the
trainee to visually pro
improvement and eitlig
meet. (7) After the
proves herself to be a
sewing operator, she is
uated (complete with
and moved, along with the
chine on which she was trained,
on to the sewing floor.
Steve Cooper and Paul Hey-
duck, Training Speciallige
H.1,3., describe the elettli
step as the "remelt"
more productice "Mob la
produce. mere earalige,
muddy ableb IMMO iffelerjects eel Maras, lees
which IAMBS WS
costs, impitotted
of Job imams, better toare
work, and a better seder
standing of company goals.
This program of traketter
intended to benefit all eta
ployees by insuring a
flow of work due to
individual efficiency.
In making this
meet Mr. Thornton staled
"initiating the most modern
up-to-date methods of train
lag available Is one of man
steps which our company
taking to insure job satisfact
and productivity which will kee
the Henry I. Siegel Company,
recognized as one of the nation's
leading garment manufact-
urers."
Parts For All —
Electric Shavers Al:
Fall and Winter
VACATIONS
at These Kentucky
State Resort Parks:
• Cumberland Falls at Corbin
• General Butler at Carrollton
• Jenny Wiley at Prestonsburg
• Kentucky Dam Village at
Gilbertsville
• Lake Cumberland at Jamestown
• Natural Bridge at Slade
• Carter Caves at Olive Hill
Meals, entertainment, lodging
(double occupancy). luxurious
room with 2 double beds. Sunday
evening dinner to Thursday lunch
every week from October 12, 1969
to March 26, 1970 (except Christ-
mas week, December 21-27).
FALL & WINTER
VACATION PLAN IS
IN EFFECT FROM
OCTOBER 12, 19611
THRU MARCH
-26, 1970
(except Christmas Week, Dec. 21-27).
Call Central Reservations,
Frankfort, Ky.
(502) 223-2326
or see your local\14, travel agent
in Louisville
- LOVI WES— berautiftily deawstssi room with etedwit beau,
television, air conditioning.
• FAMILY PLANS — No charge for ehiklmin under 14 when Is
the some room with parents. If additional room is needed,
• single rote would' apply for both rooms.
• Illta P MOW) in our convenient indoor garage for overnight
guests and Jim Porter loom dinner guests.
4- LOUISVILLE'S rim' Knot/ in tit* famous Jim Porter T
and the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nigistly ie tile
Derby Room. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.
5
 ,‘IISTssilit
1 Frankfort, Ky. 40601I D Send Information on Kentucky'sI Fall & Winter Vacations
I D Send General Kentucky Travel1 Information
I Narne_
I Address
City State Zip /
double occupancy • per person
Modern Resort Lodge Room with TwoDouble Beds • All Meals from SundayEvening thru
Thursday
Lunch
• Recreation
Programs
• Special
Evening
Entertainment
BankAmericard and any
INTERBANK card hawed
1
TRAVEL, Dept, K T-69
I.
